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Abstract
This thesis examines the music of the Oslo-based experimental ensemble SPUNK. Maja
S.K. Ratkje, Kristin Andersen, Lene Grenager, and Hild Sofie Tafjord have operated at the
juncture of site-specific conceptual art and experimentalism since the early 1990s, recording
and releasing much of their work for Norway’s Rune Grammofon label. Employing voice,
electronics, and acoustic instrumentation in a free improvisational style, the group’s music
demonstrates a robust and varied engagement with a range of experimental and avant-garde
traditions.
Drawing from ethnographic, theoretical, and historical methodologies, as well as my
own experiences as a free improvisor and listener, I situate SPUNK’s work within the contested
rubrics and fluctuating discourses underlying Euro-American experimental musical practice. I
interrogate free improvisation’s political and aesthetic valences, tempering my analysis through
interviews with the group and close “readings” of their recorded work. I focus particularly on
their twelve-year long opus, Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK, a massive project unfolding in
discrete acoustic environments throughout Oslo. With respect to this expansive work, I argue
that free improvisation enacts a critical ontology that I call processual community.
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Chapter One
Spunk, Spink, SPUNK: Improvising Community
Nothing is more common than being: it is the self-evidence of existence. Nothing is more uncommon than being:
it is the self-evidence of community.
- Jean-Luc Nancy, “Of Being-in-Common”1
Time has stood still – If only it could.
- Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality2

At just the right moment, Pippi makes a fascinating discovery: spink.3 This new word –
her new word – comes serendipitously to mind while she sits waiting atop the kitchen table.
Pippi is always making discoveries. She is, in fact, a gifted discoverer. But it troubles her that
she does not yet know what the word means. She knows only that spink is hers, nothing more.
Certain at the very least that it does not mean ‘vacuum cleaner,’ Pippi enlists her incredulous
friends to help find – What? Meaning? Object? How will they recognize what they do not know
if indeed they finally find it? Professors collect many useless words, Pippi notes. How
astonishing that they have not yet invented spink! Is it a blue flagpole? No. Squishy mud
sounds? No. Perhaps it is for sale! No. Is it a bizarre disease or a tremendously fanged monster?
No. Their long and fruitless search coming to nothing, the dejected children decide to return
home. But – wait! Ah, now what is this? A small, unidentified beetle with green wings, crawling
alone across a gravel path. The children briefly deliberate. At last, in a joyfully spontaneous and
contingent act of naming, Pippi declares: “It’s a spink!”4

1

Jean-Luc Nancy, “Of Being-in-Common,” in Community at Loose Ends, Miami Theory Collective, ed. (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1991), 10.
2
Alfred North Whitehead, Process and Reality, 2nd ed. (New York: Free Press, 1978), 111.
3
Astrid Lindgren, Pippi in the South Seas, trans. Gerry Bothmer (New York: Viking Press, 1987 [1959]), 30.
4
Ibid., 38.
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Sounding Multiplicities
Pippi in the South Seas, the 1959 English translation of Astrid Lindgren’s Pippi Långstrump i
Söderhavet, proposes the nonsense word spink in place of the Swedish original’s spunk.5 As
Anatoly Liberman points out, spunk has carried several senses in English since the sixteenth
century or earlier, but simply did not exist in Swedish until Pippi Långstrump instinctively
(re)coined it in Lindgren’s popular book.6 Indeed, none of its past or present English meanings –
from “tinder” to “pluck” to “semen” – adequately serve Pippi’s magical, anarchic neologism. To
Pippi and her exploratory coterie, spunk itself means semantic openness, malleability, and
discoverability. It embodies a capacity for invention and reinvention, for thinking and
experimenting the world.
The Swedish coinage and its originary magic have proved broadly influential, evidenced
in part by varied, often radicalized, invocations. Notably, the international Spunk Library
borrowed Pippi’s word and spirit to denominate their now-defunct, anarchist e-archive, a
choice that speaks to spunk’s readily-available political valences.7 Kassel, Germany’s libertariansocialist Spunk Gruppe draws a similar inspiration from the same source.8 For the members of
Norway’s SPUNK ensemble, this generative concept contains creative and musical potential, a
quality irreducible to political ideology but nonetheless brimming with anarchic vitality.9 Spunk
– the same in Norwegian and Swedish versions of Lindgren’s novel – totemically concentrates

5

Ibid., 31.
Anatoly Liberman, “Real ‘Spunk,’” Oxford University Press Blog, July 4th 2012,
http://blog.oup.com/2012/07/word-origin-spunk-punk-funk/.
7
Michael Cardell Widerkrantz, Spunk Library, November 19th, 2013, http://spunk.org.
8
Spunk: Gruppe aus Kassel, May 6th 2013, http://spunk.noblogs.org.
9
In emails with the author, the group emphasize spunk’s metaphoric quality and, moreover, its serendipitous
appropriateness to the group’s aims.
6
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the group’s mode and method, on the one hand connoting a playful, even zany,
experimentalism, and on the other gesturing toward individual creative freedom within
collective free improvisation.
Formed at the Norwegian Academy of Music in Oslo in 1995, SPUNK has followed Pippi’s
roving lead through a series of conceptual performances and sound recordings for the eclectic,
Norway-focused Rune Grammofon label.10 Members Kristin Andersen (trumpet), Lene Grenager
(cello), Maja Solveig Kjelstrup Ratkje (voice/electronics), and Hild Sofie Tafjord (French
horn/electronics) are equal creative actors in a highly egalitarian context, a supple and elastic
collectivity driven by spunk (Figure 1.1). While free improvisation is conceptually vital to their
work, the women eschew genre: “No censorship,” says Grenager. “Multiplicity instead!”11 The
group’s chosen name, in all its pronominal and semantical elusiveness, captures and
communicates key aesthetic and political affinities that in turn stimulate a complex of
questions: what is status of the individual or singularity in the collective? How does this status
extend to instrumental and sonic materialities? To what extent can improvisation as process
counter (or encounter) gender as process? Do or can these radical formations meaningfully
articulate a radical politics? Does naming or recording ossify, codify, or reify free
improvisation’s arguably inherent political resonances?

10

Rune Grammofon founder Rune Kristoffersen has actively – and mostly independently – coalesced disparate
musical groups around the label’s stated key values: adventurousness and creativity. The label has an avowedly
national (Norwegian) identity, though its roster has gradually expanded to include Danish, Swedish, Finnish, et al,
artists. Due to Kristoffersen’s ties to ECM, of which Rune Grammofon was a subsidiary between 2002 and 2005,
the label bears a complex relationship to European jazz economies, an issue that deserves a deeper treatment
than what is possible here. See David Maclean, “Rune Grammofon: Mutation and Reevaluation,” All About Jazz,
April 15th 2010, https://www.allaboutjazz.com/rune-grammofon-mutation-and-reevaluation-by-david-mclean.php;
www.runegrammofon.com.
11
Gøril Sæther, “Music is the Sound of Everything,” Maja Solveig Kjelstrup Ratkje, August 3rd 2007,
www.ratkje.com.
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Figure 1.1: SPUNK; Kristin Andersen, Maja Solveig Kjelstrup Ratkje, Lene Grenager, Hild Sofie
Tafjord12

12

Reproduced from www.ratkje.no.
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Taking SPUNK as an exemplary current case, this thesis examines a variety of historical
and contemporary experimentalisms. I listen to and interrogate free improvisation’s networks
of activities, people, sounds, recordings, and texts, tracing their material and performative
contours in SPUNK’s compelling music. My central argument is that the group’s experimental
sound discloses what I term processual community. This formulation aims at connecting
temporality, musical process, and community in a relational and process-based ontology. In
important ways, processual community attempts to sonically realize Jean-Luc Nancy’s argument
that thinking coexistence, our being-in-common, is always-already a form of praxis.13 I argue
throughout that free improvisation is a political activity rooted in listening and that processual
community can challenge dominant philosophical paradigms of identity and agency. Finally, I
aim to deepen a critical understanding of what contemporary free improvisations are and do in
the world by addressing their complex technological, aesthetic, and material status as musical
“works.”
Reading SPUNK’s activities in this way elucidates nuanced intersections between sound
and political potentiality in freely-improvised music. As Ratkje describes the group’s early
modus operandi, “We wanted to make something entirely new, something we hadn’t heard
before or couldn’t imagine.”14 This “something new” hinges on nonhierarchical and
antiauthoritarian freedom, a pliable notion that the group places at the center of their musical
practice. Grenager emphasizes free improvisation’s “anarchistic essence,” suggesting in political
language that SPUNK embraces aesthetic limitlessness and stylistic inclusivity.15 For the group,

13

Ignaas Devisch, “The Sense of Being(-)With Jean-Luc Nancy,” Culture Machine 8 (2006): 4.
Maja S.K. Ratkje, email message to author, September 2, 2016.
15
Lene Grenager, email message to author, September 23, 2016.
14
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this freedom extends through instrument, noise, and body, sounding interactive, ad hoc
formations always in the collective making. Ratkje and Tafjord use electronics to
improvisationally manipulate the group’s mixed acoustic instrumentation, including voice, cello,
French horn, and trumpet, but SPUNK collectively upends constraining techniques and methods
associated with acoustic instruments in classical and jazz traditions, rejecting sanctioned ways
of playing and embodying sound. By experimentally making and remaking music from the
ground up, the group perpetually reasserts their anarchically-creative namesake, always
reaffirming the Pippi-inspired search that figures their praxical heart.
A flitting, spastic sonic activity energizes SPUNK’s projects, from recorded albums to
collaborative, multimedia conceptual works. Their first three studio recordings, Det eneste jeg
vet er at det ikke er en støvsuger [I Only Know That It Isn’t a Vacuum Cleaner], Den øverste
toppen på en blåmalt flaggstang [The Very Top of a Blue-painted Flagpole], and en aldeles
forferdelig sykdom [A Very Horrible Disease], convey the group’s persistent fascination with
Pippi Långstrump, deriving their titles from the heroine’s spunky search (see Figure 1.2). The
group’s studio work traverses dense yet wide sonic spaces, shifting rapidly from ostinati-driven
rhythmical motifs to faux-jazz mock-ups, coloring pointillistic timbral explorations with
moments of sudden, bracing noise. Ratkje’s highly flexible voice is a near-constant presence,
engaging in occasionally hilarious banter with the group’s several acoustic instruments. Despite
a pervasive sense of interactive freedom, SPUNK frequently expand spontaneous musical
themes through astonishingly unified collective developments. These unities balance
welcoming warmth and playfulness with darker, weirder moments, in which sparsely textured
moodiness draws the listener into more abstruse sonic regions. SPUNK’s most recent release

7

for Rune Grammofon, Still Eating Ginger Bread for Breakfast, is a two-disc live recording of their
20th-anniversary concert at Oslo’s Nasjonal Jazzscene in December, 2015.16 Maja Ratkje
emphasizes that the CD – the group’s first conventionally “live” release – uniquely reveals
SPUNK’s “concentrated energy” as a performing ensemble.17
Like their recorded music, the group’s conceptual projects build on free improvisation,
bringing their core sound into conversation with other diverse artistic modalities. For Adventura
Botanica, SPUNK collaborated with Norwegian dancer and choreographer Odd Johan Fritzøe on
a stage piece based on Charles Darwin’s theory of coevolving insect and plant life.18 The group’s
score for Fritzøe’s choreography was later released independently on CD and limited edition LP.
Two other recent projects, Lys [Light] and Reir [Nest], place the group in site-specific contexts in
which their free improvisations interact with unique environments – respectively, Oslo’s Henie
Onstad Art Centre and an abandoned pizza restaurant in Bodø. Performances of these works
were made available in visual formats, highlighting their multimediality and the unpredictability
of space, time, and performance. SPUNK’s major conceptual piece, Das Wohltemperierte
SPUNK, was twelve years in the making and eventually released as a six-album set. As I discuss
at length in chapter four, this work encompasses and revises many significant aesthetic features
in SPUNK’s creative output and affords an especially productive point of entry into the group’s
many working modes and performative instances.

16

“SPUNK,” Rune Grammofon, October 2016, http://www.runegrammofon.com/artists/spunk/rcd2188-spunk-stilleating-ginger-bread-for-breakfast-cd/.
17
Maja S.K. Ratkje, interview with author, September, 2016.
18
Odd Johan Fritzøe, “Adventura Botanica,” Odd Johan Fritzøe, November 2016, http://www.oddjohanfritzoe.no/
siteengelsk adventura_botanica.html
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Det Eneste Jeg Vet Er At Det Ikke
Er En Støvsuger (1999)

Den Øverste Toppen På En Blåmalt
Flaggstang (2002)

En Aldeles Forferdelig Sykdom (2005)

Kantarell (2009)

Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK (2014)

Still Eating Ginger Bread for Breakfast
(2016)

Figure 1.2: Album Covers
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Outside of SPUNK, Maja, Hild, Lene, and Kristin perform in various musical contexts that
reflect their shared origins in the Norwegian Academy of Music but also display an interest in
pushing far beyond academic musical boundaries.19 Their stylistically diverse musical projects
and practices, conveyed through an expansive range of circulated media formats, flow between
art and popular aesthetic spheres and illustrate the degree to which SPUNK operates as part of
what musicologist Stephen Graham calls the experimental “fringe” or “underground.”20 As
individuals and a collective, SPUNK straddle an amazing range of styles and activities. Maja and
Lene each maintain substantial compositional/new music practices and compose for numerous
orchestral, small ensemble, and solo instrumental formats, including sound installations and
conceptual works. Hild is active in European electronic music circles, and in 2014 released a
highly-regarded solo album called Breathing for French horn and electronics via the Norwegian
+3db Records. Performing as an electronic noise duo called Fe-Mail, Maja and Hild together
produce shockingly loud, sometimes tongue-in-cheek music that sits in a muddy area between
high art improvisation and DIY outsider noise.21 The two have also collaborated in recent years
with members of a well-known Norwegian black metal outfit, Enslaved, to create the metal
band Trinacria. In somewhat more conventional context, Maja regularly fronts the accordion,
sax, and double bass trio POING. This ensemble draws extensively from traditional jazz, musical

19

These projects are extensively documented via their respective labels and the performers’ private websites. See
for instance, http://ratkje.no; www.grenager.no; www.runegrammofon.com; http://plus3db.net; and
www.mic.no.
20
Stephen Graham, Sounds of the Underground: A Cultural, Political, and Aesthetic Mapping of Underground and
Fringe Music (Ann Arbor: University of Michigan Press, 2016), 9. For Graham, underground or fringe music is
characterized by its institutional and commercial fluidity, sometimes advantageously working with institutional or
academic support, but just as often toiling outside these codified modes.
21
Graham discusses noise music’s complicated relationship to punk, rock, and even modernist composition in Ibid.,
169.
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theater, Norwegian folk, and even popular song repertories, affording Maja the opportunity to
perform text-based vocal music.22

Community
My interest in SPUNK grew out of my own work as a composer, free improvisor, and avid
listener to experimental musics. Having created or participated in innumerable solo, group, and
large-scale improvisational projects in the southeastern United States, I am keenly aware of the
form’s limitless joys and incredible frustrations. This awareness propels my desire to
understand this music better – to determine why it works, why it often doesn’t, and why when
it does work it seems to draw players and listeners into the rarest and most inscrutable musical
spaces. Perhaps more than any other music, free improvisation contingently and momentarily
happens, demanding that players and listeners attend carefully to that contingent happening.
But like all music, context decisively shapes free improvisation’s outcomes. My experience with
recording various kinds of public and private improvised performance has often made me
painfully alert to contingency’s power to distort, redirect, or attenuate musical intention. Such
issues remain central to my scholarly concerns throughout this thesis.
Like most listeners outside of Norway, I have largely engaged with SPUNK’s music
through recordings and video. The group employs a range of widely-accessible media platforms
and recording formats to distribute their music, reflecting a general interest in technology and a
multimedia approach to music-making. This has forced me to consider how recordings – visual,
audio, or both – and other forms of technology work to commercially-mediate free

22

See www.poing.no
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improvisation, a music in many respects dependent on liveness. I reached out to SPUNK’s
members in early 2016, and have since communicated with them individually, mostly via email.
Our collaborative readings and discussions provide one of this thesis’s cornerstones – an
attempt to discursively elaborate free improvisation’s play between individual and collective
creativity.
My critical methodologies throughout are those of the bricoleur: flexible, makeshift, and
always in keeping with SPUNK’s wide-ranging approach to musicking.23 True to the ensemble’s
improvisational spirit, I acknowledge from the outset that hermeneutic closure is neither
possible nor desired and, thus, writing is an ongoing process of becoming. Interpretation often
involves its own acts of improvisation, and I strive throughout the thesis not only to examine
and discuss SPUNK as artists and musicians but to creatively converse with their music. As much
as possible, I try to evoke some of the spontaneity and experimentality that compels this form
of music-making. Pippi’s spunk gives the ensemble its creative jumping-off point, and my hope
is that some open-endedness and irreducibility harmonize with SPUNK and spunk alike. I’m
happy to take risks where they might generate interesting conclusions – after all, as Benjamin
Piekut notes, improvisation is “creativity born of risk.”24
The multimodal and experimental SPUNK avowedly resist – even reject – genre and
stylistic codes. Still, their work is distributed, critiqued, and consumed via the tangled
transnational cultural flows endemic to late capitalism. As David Novak argues of similarly
elusive and transnational noise music, it is simply impossible to take a “definitive authorial

23

I’ve borrowed here from Levi Bryant’s stimulating discussion and use of Lévi-Strauss’s concept of bricolage. See
Levi Bryant, The Democracy of Objects (Ann Arbor: Open Humanities Press, 2011), 28-29.
24
Benjamin Piekut, “Chance and Certainty: John Cage’s Politics of Nature,” Cultural Critique 84 (2013): 157.
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position” within such “circuitry.”25 Informed by my own communications with the group, I have
brought into play a set of sympathetically resonant yet varied theoretical lenses that, where
possible, have deliberately aligned with the group’s often philosophical attitude toward their
work. This approach has allowed me to situate SPUNK in terms of their diverse lineages and
commercial discourses while opening the door to productive new readings of experimental free
improvisation in the early 21st century.
I have drawn extensively from primary sources, including my own interviews with
SPUNK, the ensemble’s many recordings, and an extensive catalog of prior interviews in various
publications. These materials document SPUNK’s prolific group activities, including their many
recordings and performances. Among the group’s members, Ratkje maintains an especially
strong media presence and makes her own wide-ranging work and words publicly available via
her website.26 Contrastingly, there is little discussion of SPUNK’s collective music as mediated
through its diverse individual participants’ activities. My approach here has been to consider
these singular voices as irreducible to the collective, stressing the play that emerges when
individuals negotiate permeable boundaries of sound, material, and community in both
recorded and site-specific performance contexts.
This thesis takes the freely improvising ensemble – every singular object, body, and
sound in immediate durational and relational configuration – as its primary analytical fact. I
argue that this primary fact must always be grasped in its uniquely emplaced and momentary
assemblage, as well as in its communal becoming-in-time. The project’s theoretical scope, then,

25
26

David Novak, Japanoise: Music at the Edge of Circulation (Durham: Duke University Press, 2013), 7.
See Maja Solveig Kjelstrup Ratkje, last modified November 30, 2016, Ratkje.no.
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toggles between ontology and phenomenology, though I am ultimately interested in the
improvising ensemble’s political resonances. To this end, I have drawn extensively from JeanLuc Nancy’s theories of aurality and community, examined through recent scholarship by
Naomi Waltham-Smith, Brian Kane, Jacques Rancière, and others. In his “Of Being-in-Common,”
Nancy articulates a provocatively simple ontology: there is no common property of being, there
is only being-with, or being-in-common.27 Further, as all being is only being-unto-itself-untoothers, then “existence is only in being partitioned” in a sharing out of “exposed identity.”28
This partitioned exposure is always-already being decided, always coming into or retreating
from place. For Nancy, community and existence are the bringing into play of one another,
where “being ‘is’ the in” that joints or dislocates the in-common:
The in play of the in common: what gives play, and birth, to thought, even to the play
of these words in which, in reality, nothing less than our communication is exposed…The
in-play of the in-common. To think that, without respite, is “philosophy,” or what is left
of it at its end, if it remains communal; that is politics, that is art, or what remains of it
that is walking in the street, that is crossing borders, that is celebration and mourning;
that is to be hard at it, or sitting in a train compartment; that is knowing how capital
capitalizes the common and dissolves the in (of in common); that is always to ask what
“revolution” means, what revolution wants to experience; that is resistance, that is
existence.29
Nancy situates being-in-common over against “operative” communities that dialecticize
identity and nonidentity, where such become reciprocally constituted forms of “being and

27

Jean-Luc Nancy, “Of Being-in-Common,” in Community at Loose Ends, Miami Theory Collective, ed. (Minneapolis:
University of Minnesota Press, 1991), 1.
28
Ibid., 5.
29
Ibid., 8.
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sense.”30 The philosophic (and perhaps political) goal, Nancy posits, is to “expose the
unexposable in…so that thought itself might risk itself and abandon itself to ‘community’ and
‘community’ to ‘thought.’”31
As a freely-improvising ensemble, SPUNK is itself a momentary exposure to shared risk,
to unstructured, even formless, relationality and changeability. This exposure partly constitutes
what I call processual community. Processual community opens improvisers to communal
being-in-common, to being-with, as a political gesture against individualist, capitalist, and
Statist logics of the absolute. In The Inoperative Community, Nancy cunningly argues that the
absolute is always, in principal, self-violating: it “implicates [itself] in a relation that it refuses
and precludes by its essence. This relation tears and forces open, from within and from without
at the same time, and from an outside that is nothing other than the rejection of an impossible
interiority, the ‘without relation’ from which the absolute would constitute itself.”32 In contrast,
community reinvests in an originary “sociality,” a compearance in which finite being is
incomplete, partial, and several:
[T]here is no entity of hypostasis of community because this sharing, [finitude’s passage
to its limit] cannot be completed. Incompletion is its “principle,” taking the term
“incompletion” in an active sense, however, as designating not insufficiency or lack, but
the activity of sharing, the dynamic, if you will, of an uninterrupted passage through
singular ruptures. That is to say, once again, a workless and inoperative activity. It is not
a matter of making, producing, or instituting a community; nor is it a matter of
incompleting its sharing. Sharing is always incomplete, or it is beyond completion and

30

Ibid., 10.
Ibid.
32
Jean-Luc Nancy, The Inoperative Community, trans. Peter Connor, Lisa Garbus, Michael Holland, and Simona
Sawhney, ed. Peter Connor (Minneapolis: University of Minnesota Press, 1991), 4.
31
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incompletion. For a complete sharing implies the disappearance of what is shared. 33
Literary scholar Leela Gandhi notes in her discussion of Nancy’s compearance that community
and communication alone can expose the “antirelational operatives at the heart of modern
imperial and totalitarian governmentality.”34 Put another way, community unworks bounded,
bureaucratic capitalist work by establishing betweenness: “conjunction, conjuncture, coalition,
and collaboration.”35
As Gandhi’s reading suggests, Nancy’s ontology is foundationally open to imaginative
and productive development along contrastive critical and historical routes. I read through this
openness to consider how the freely-improvising group’s always incomplete soundings,
produced in a mode antagonistic to production itself, resist the musical Werktreue or workconcept. In a double movement, free improvisation contests capitalist reifications of the artistic
object and risks a mode of processual being that ramifies far beyond the strictures of a closed
group dynamic. I aim to investigate what SPUNK’s free configuration tells us about the
conditions of its musical making and unmaking, as well as how such a configuration speaks to
and through other histories. Importantly, this form of musicking works against hardened
teleology by exposing itself to plural, necessarily incomplete futures.
The act of listening to free improvisation, like the act of listening within free
improvisational performance, requires flexible attention to time-based relation and interaction
with the understanding that those relations, and listening itself, remain incompletely figured.
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“Tapeunderlaget,” the first track on SPUNK’s first album (Det eneste jeg vet er at det ikke er en
støvsuger), starts with a nine-second unison blast of instrumental noise. Then – silence. A full
ten seconds elapse before the next blast, fifteen more noisy seconds of blended acoustic and
electronic sound. As the sound decays into silence for the second time, a screaming human
voice becomes prominent in the texture. Then – silence. This pattern irregularly repeats several
more times in the track’s early minutes. Each unpredictable sounding shocks like the prior, and
each congealed iteration spontaneously reveals some new voice or element in the texture.
Gradually, this free dynamic flows into a subdued and tense play between horns, cello, and
electronically-manipulated voice (there are, somehow, many Majas, quibbling with one
another). This track exposes the essentially unformed and incomplete nature of listening, the
sense in which the community’s future is being presently and interactively mapped as it is
heard.
Throughout this thesis, the question of how aurality unfolds within and beyond the
community, how community is established through listening, maintains a central place in my
analysis. I argue throughout that listening is a cornerstone of free improvisational activity and
must be heard to express both a relation to and an emblem for the improvising self. Essential to
my interpretive work on listening is Naomi Waltham-Smith’s post-Derridean reading of
aurality’s consequences for community. Waltham-Smith asserts that aurality figures a
philosophical challenge to self-relationality and, thus, becomes “the condition of possibility for
rethinking every figure of relation and of community.”36 That is, because aurality challenges
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self-relationality, it is “always-already ontology and politics.”37 Waltham-Smith argues that “as
resonance, the sonorous, even as it turns back on itself, carries being alongside itself outside
itself. Sound is being only because both aurality and being are always-already outside
themselves and each other. Thus we can say that sound exemplifies being.”38 Ultimately,
Waltham-Smith locates this sonorous sharing out – aurality’s being-alongside – in Nancy’s
inoperative community, a form held together through listening.
In keeping with the recent turn in community theory, I have aimed here to think
community outside of common substance, closure, or presence.39 I claim that the freely
improvising ensemble articulates an incompletable (and inoperable) musical body, a processual
community, whose very plurality offers a stay against musical closure. As a nascent political
form, free improvisation risks and, ultimately, rejects transcendentality, instead turning its ears
toward ateleological being-with as communal listening. Its musical configurations consist in
radically momentary movements and attunements, in a unique capacity to hear the political
through a contingent mode of musical being. Thus, the central task in considering free
improvisation as community is to pass from the ontological to the political without reifying or
transcendentalizing its community form. As Waltham-Smith addresses, the question then
becomes how to reconcile a purely ontological conception of community to its actual
“presentation in an existing, phenomenal world.”40
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As a function of musical ontology, temporality holds an undeniably crucial place in a
theory of community, and a specially emphasized role in SPUNK’s free improvisation. Opening a
brief discussion of time and community, I begin with a familiar verb: to experiment. Philosopher
Isabelle Stengers draws from Alfred North Whitehead to use this common word in an
uncommon way.41 She suggests that subjects may directly experiment their objects much as
they experience them. In making this claim, Stengers withdraws the word from its dependence
on a preposition. Following this line, we can assert that an experimental free improviser may
experiment the music, rather than to or on the music, and thus blur with musical activity’s
objects, projects, and temporal processes. In experimenting community, communicating
‘subjects’ necessarily presuppose a verbal (or, for our purposes, musical) sign’s efficacy.
Stengers quotes Whitehead’s cryptic assertion: “There is a community of intuition by reason of
the sacrament of expression proffered by one and received by the other. But the expressive
sign is more than interpretable. It is creative. It elicits the intuition which interprets it.” 42
Stengers elaborates this philosophy, arguing that we seek to thoughtfully develop even those
concepts that are assumed, always present, and matter differently, even when “intuition breaks
down and you stop understanding what somebody says to you.”43 Crucially, Stengers reads
Whitehead as arguing for “primordial discontinuity” against the fiction of self-identical
continuities.44 A processual community becomes – is temporalized – rather than simply is, and
community experience is creative self-determination with respect to other selves.
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Free improvisation, in its peculiarly mixed temporalities, discontinuities, and spatialities,
directly engages with irreducibly shared and processual creativity. At all points in its temporal
unfolding, it reflexively interrogates its own formal and performative raisons d’être. Reading
Whitehead’s ontology aesthetically, Steve Goodman claims that at every experiential scale,
musical events are processed as modes of feeling before they are cognized and categorized in
schemas of knowledge.45 He argues that this “ontology of affect” dissolves subject and object
into a purely relational nexus of immanent, feeling actual entities. For Whitehead, the world’s
extensive continuum is a “bundle of possibilities, mutually consistent or alternative, provided
by the multiplicity of eternal objects…[It] is that first determination of order—that is, of real
potentiality, arising out of the general character of the world…it does not involve shapes,
dimensions, or measurability; these are additional determinations of real potentiality arising
from our cosmic epoch.”46 Extrapolating this view, we can add a multiplicitous temporality – a
dimension of time and, correspondingly, musical becoming – to processual community.
As I discuss at length in chapter four, SPUNK’s large-scale conceptual project Das
Wohltemperierte SPUNK offers a compelling case study through which I examine these
overlapping fields of inquiry. Performed and recorded in twelve different locations over a span
of twelve years, each of the piece’s twelve improvised performances centers on one pitch of
the equal-tempered chromatic scale. The project tests every conceivable spatiotemporal limit,
marking out what Tim Ingold might call an extensional and expositional meshwork of inhabited,
emplaced sound.47 Here, SPUNK’s processual community moves toward lived and shared
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creative unfolding, revealing a deep investment in exploring (and playfully inverting) one of
20th-century Western music’s dominant historical tropes. I argue that these movements unbind
and (ex)temporize modernist music’s governing formal scheme in a musical act at once
political, playful, and irreverent. Rejecting the twelve-tone scale system’s inherent modularity,
SPUNK moves alongly – as Ingold has it – across the materialities and places of improvised
music-making.48 This effort reinvests duration into movement, invoking music’s most outward
feature to weave a shared time-path through Oslo’s musical architecture.49

History and Literature Review
SPUNK moves through historical networks in a process of translation, and periodizing the group
with respect to their antecedents raises many stubborn methodological questions. The
ensemble refers to precedents in experimental, free improvisation, and avant-garde traditions
that, as we will see below, have often been historically counterposed to one another. I seek
here to read SPUNK’s work in terms of the mixed historical, performative, and compositional
modalities from which they allegedly draw. But such a history only takes meaning and place
through the group’s musical practices as a performance of that history. Below, I broadly trace
several strands of 20th-century music that relevantly inform SPUNK’s work on an aesthetic and
formal level, leaving the question of their specific political inheritances to chapter two.
‘Experimentalism’ has remained a fraught and debated concept since its earliest
important codification in Michael Nyman’s Experimental Music: Cage and Beyond. For Nyman,
experimental music is a heterogeneous Euro-American art form characterized in the main by its
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opposition to a tradition-minded European avant-garde.50 This opposition involves a more or
less total dismantling of the composer-score-performer nexus, placing new emphasis on
previously marginal musical or performative features. Thus composers like Cage, Wolff,
Feldman, and Cardew emphasized compositional processes –as “situations” or “fields” – over
score-bound, composed “time-objects” demanding literal realization by performers.51 This
change, in part, suggested expanded or extended uses of traditional (acoustic instruments,
voices) and non-traditional (electronics, tape) forces in increasingly performative capacities.
Many of the same issues raised in Nyman’s discussion are addressed, but with
important interventions, in Joaquim Benitez’s early historical analysis.52 Unlike Nyman, Benitez
is interested in how musical avant-garde and experimentalism fit into a wider picture of late
modern or postmodern music. For Benitez, ‘avant-garde’ is a problematic term only used for
want of a better one; it characterizes musicians (and artists) particularly concerned with “the
historical directionality of art.”53 According to this sketch, avant-garde musicians are interested
in newness and novelty, as well as compositional fixity, which together highlight a reliance on
intentionality.54 This latter quality fundamentally distinguishes avant-garde from experimental
music. Experimentalism utilizes compositional strategies that not only deny intentionality, but
frequently challenge a musical work’s univocity or identity through chance operations at
various points in the compositional process.55 Benitez stresses that it is not chance, per se, but
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the question of compositional control that differentiates the avant-garde from the
experimental. Experimentalism rejects the avant-garde’s directionality, intentionality, and,
indeed, its teleologies, favoring instead an ateleological or non-teleological compositional
mode.
In a more recent critical look at experimentalism, scholar Benjamin Piekut warns against
circularly defining ‘experimental music’ against a presumed list of historically important actors.
Piekut argues that it is more productive to see experimentalism as a performed network
consisting not only of composers, but of scores, recordings, and scholarship.56 Drawing from
Bruno Latour, Piekut conceives of experimentalism as a “grouping, not a group” that is enacted,
performed, and translated in ongoing ways.57 Thus, in historicizing the present project, it
becomes essential to determine how experimentalism’s discursive ruptures and conflicts have
secured its meaning through difference with other contemporary musical movements and
forms. This includes bringing race and gender issues to the fore (as I do in chapter two) by
analyzing their role in both musical and scholarly performance, whether or not SPUNK
deliberately foreground these issues in their own work.
Composer Jennie Gottschalk offers her Experimental Music Since 1970 as a “sequel of
sorts” to Nyman’s groundbreaking survey of experimentalism.58 Her work attempts to suture a
perceived historical gap between experimental music’s gestation and contemporary practices
that both incorporate and expand those originary moments. Taking an insider’s view,
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Gottschalk draws extensively on the words and sounds of a vast international coterie of
composers and artists to illuminate experimental music with respect to its most mercurial
features. Influenced by Nyman, she identifies a set of characteristics that attempt to define
what it means to be musically experimental in the 21st century: indeterminacy, change, nonsubjectivity, research, and experience.59 While ‘indeterminacy’ and ‘research’ largely carry their
musico-historical meaning(s) for Gottschalk, she proposes several other terminological
reformulations. ‘Change’ captures the transformative possibilities of reconfigured performative
spaces, performer-audience relations, and sound; ‘non-subjectivity’ refers to experimentalism’s
anti-individualism and anti-expressivism; and ‘experience’ expresses an ontology of “collective
place and time.”60
Other scholars have likewise located experimentalism in disparate musical theories and
practices. Joanna Demers, for instance, has produced important recent critical work on
electronic music’s experimentalist aesthetic theories, genre divisions, and compositional
modes.61 Noting Michael Nyman’s important early definition and Benjamin Piekut’s conceptual
revision, Demers examines musical “experimentalism” in terms of specifically electronic
practices.62 Her study focuses on electronic music since 1980, roughly dividing the field into
three metagenres: institutional electroacoustic, electronica, and sound art.63 These metagenres
each encapsulate distinct – though negotiable – attitudes toward sound and listening. For
Demers, 1980 marks an important shift in electronic music in which expensive and unwieldy
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synthesizer technologies passed from elite institutions into widespread commercial availability.
But electronic music’s ascendancy and eventual ubiquity also suggests a more elemental
aesthetic move away from clean divisions between “natural” and “musical” sound.64 No longer
can stable relationships between liveness and recording, sound and object, or sound and sign
be taken for granted. In the final analysis, electronic music’s ever-deepening entrenchment in
20th and 21st-century culture brings out issues at once epistemological and aesthetic. Demers
argues that philosophical questions about sound’s ability to signify, and the listener’s ability to
recognize and interpret those significations, are essential to electronic (and experimental)
music’s cultural development.
In different ways, Demers and Anahid Kassabian theorize the listening individual on the
reception side of musical technoculture. While Demers offers “aesthetic listening” as a rubric
for the new forms of attention accompanying electronic music, Kassabian widens the scope,
considering that individual attention is folded into complex techno-musical configurations at
the social level. For Kassabian, postmodern listening is ubiquitous in its partialness. She argues
that such half-listening characterizes the prevailing routes through which contemporary
subjects interact with a sonically-saturated world. Human individuals, like the technologies and
sounding objects with which they engage daily, are nodes in networks of mutually affective
things, fields of “distributed subjectivity” through which identity is negotiated.65 In a more
personal turn, Kassabian discusses her relationship with Armenian improvisation, addressing
how recordings of this music enter networks of distributed subjectivity to affectively shape
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notions of diasporic subjecthood and identity. Kassabian’s analysis generates several possible
points of entry into the thorny relationship between improvised music and recording, a
relationship that, as we will see in chapter four, has serious implications for an ontology of free
improvisation.
Historical experimentalism also shows important continuities with contemporaneous
stylistic emergences, particularly the comparably nebulous fields of free jazz and free
improvisation. Piekut and George Lewis have each tracked the problematic relationship
between jazz improvisation and experimental ‘indeterminacy,’ noting the ways these semidistinct lineages interacted in social and institutional spheres. For Piekut, jazz and Cagean
experimentalism are related musical “practice[s] of spontaneity,” and should thus be
historicized together in overlapping networks.66 The 1960s saw these American forms
commingled in an expanding European musicscape, in which jazz and rock encountered
experimental “classical” music.67 This “mixed avant-garde” was an important template for
future interdisciplinarity in genre-fluid compositional modes. George Lewis analyzes this
historical change similarly, though he is ultimately more concerned with the racial elisions
occurring across those fields of musical activity. Drawing from Mark Slobin, Lewis examines an
“affinity interculture” between the Chicago-based Association for the Advancement of Creative
Musicians (AACM) and the emergent European free improvisation community at Baden-Baden
in 1969.68 But for Lewis, while this meeting showed much stylistic continuity between American
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free jazz and European improvisation, these musics have been kept discursively separate in
scholarship, and thus demonstrate a “historical erasure” predicated on “ethnic and racial
signifiers” that keep African-American musicians genre-bound to jazz.69 As I will discuss in
chapter two, these contested histories converge in productive – and sometimes problematic –
ways with the larger politics of post-war experimentalism and, later, free improvisation.
It is telling that several key texts concerning free improvisation’s gestation,
development, and methodologies emerged at the peripheries of academic and artistic
discourses. Derek Bailey, Joe Morris, and David Toop reflect in their writings the performative
or practice-based emphasis at the heart of free improvisation.70 Bailey’s selective survey
forthrightly rejects the possibility of objectivity, opting instead to illustrate “central tenets”
through his own experiences as a player.71 For Bailey, improvisation is a “celebration of the
moment” or a mere “method of working” utterly outside aesthetic discourses and commercial
markets:
There seems to be no apparent correlation between the viability and the visibility of
improvisation. Its survival, its general health, even, seems to be unaffected by the
shifting security of its precarious toehold on the treacherous slopes of the music
industry. […] The bulk of freely improvised music…happens in either unpublicised or, at
best, under-publicised circumstances: musician-organised concerts, ad hoc meetings
and private performances. In other words, simply in response to music-making
imperatives. [T]he more conducive the setting is to freely improvised music, the less
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compatible it is likely to be with the kind of presentation typical of the music business.72
Bailey speaks to a desire on the part of free improvisers to reject both economic and academic
endorsement. It is precisely via its escape from “rigidity and formalism” that free improvisation
achieves an “unadulterated involvement in music.”73 Like Bailey, Leo Morris restlessly
champions free music as anti-formalist practice and puts unorthodoxy at the center of its
various iterations.74 In what is less survey than idiosyncratic method-book, Morris analyzes
major methodologies in free jazz and European free music, trends that Morris tracks as
“parallel and converging trajectories.”75 This “free music ontology” or “meta-methodology”
composes its topic through lateral linkages rather than attempting to draw a coherent stylistic
picture.76 Importantly, its practitioners perform in a field defined by community:
Free music does not attempt to conform to the specifications of an existing context and
is therefore not developed or practiced within the community of an existing context.
Free music is formulated by the actions of synthesis, interpretation, and invention [of
musical materials and methodologies]. It is defined through these actions by an
approach that is presented on a platform with its own aesthetic and practiced by a
community (no matter how small) of like-minded collaborators.77
Morris parallels Bailey in his emphasis on free music’s coterie aspect, as well as its on its
resistance to idiom. Still, Morris is interested in what unifies free improvisation as a
performative field, and he seeks to organize disparate compositional and improvisational
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systems – like Cecil Taylor’s Unit Structures, Ornette Coleman’s Harmolodics, Anthony Braxton’s
Tri-Axiom Theory, and European “operational methodologies” – under a single, if fluid, heading.
David Toop’s Into the Maelstrom: Music, Improvisation and the Dream of Freedom
draws expansively from literature, music, philosophy, critical theory, visual arts, and film to
illustrate free music’s essential vorticality. Toop recognizes that free improvisation, by nature,
ramifies across disciplinary and praxical boundaries and that its sounding collectivities, also by
nature, open into the political.78 But Toop’s book is most notable for its performativity, a
characteristic that speaks to free improvisation’s stylistic mutability and the extent to which,
through deliberate inclusiveness, it transforms potential historiographic liabilities into assets.
Through nonchronological assembly, Toop stages the immediacy, spontaneity, anxiety, and risk
that he finds essential to free improvisation.79 The book’s dozens of historical and personal
vignettes, including snippets from Toop’s many interviews with free improvisors, provide a
glimpse into the intersecting oral, recorded, and texted lines weaving improvisation’s larger
contemporary history.
Several other recent volumes have foregrounded improvisation’s multimodal
relationality. Gillian Siddall and Ellen Waterman’s edited book Negotiated Moments:
Improvisation, Sound, and Subjectivity is notably interdisciplinary, offering a set of essays on
improvisation that deliberately trouble theoretical and disciplinary boundaries.80 Among the
book’s stated goals is to make the “skewed, incomplete, or compromised” audible, necessarily
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deprivileging conventional forms of improvisational virtuosity.81 Contributor Tracy McMullen
locates this new audibility in “improvisative” scenes wherein unpredictability complicates or
disturbs performativity’s compulsive repetitions.82 McMullen’s interview with Judith Butler
opens the possibility of an improvised, relational agency among performers for whom musical
improvisation is an always partial, responsive, and attentive embodied practice.83 Elsewhere in
the same volume, David Borgo analyzes improvisatory acts in terms of neocybernetics. Borgo
asserts a performative ontology and “radically constructivist” epistemology against
conventional thing/human dualisms and representationalism.84 With classic cybernetics, he
stresses that individual minds’ are operationally “closed” in proportion to their functional
openness to complex interaction with the world.85 Advancing this claim, Borgo posits that free
improvisers perform a particular kind of nuanced, interagentive response to hypercomplex
social and environmental conditions. Borgo’s essay dovetails with McMullen’s (and others in
the expansive volume) in its posthuman view of embodied musical activity. Likewise, these
essays share a very real but tentative optimism about improvisation’s social efficacy,
recognizing that subjectivity is shaped by both corporeality and discursivity.86
However they are historiographically conceived, experimental and freely-improvised
music persist in many guises, and a range of methodologies have become part and parcel to
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their contemporary realizations and discourses. At the turn of the 21st century,
experimentalism casts a nearly uncategorizable net around electronic music, mixed
compositional strategies, a host of subgenres, and various improvisational modes. Rather than
provide a definition of experimental music and then defend it as a concrete formulation, I seek
here to delineate the senses in which SPUNK’s contemporary music, self-described as
experimental, flows from other historically-contingent experimentalisms. In other words, I ask
what practice-based listenings, translations, and transformations can be traced through time
and how these become parts of the language of contemporary performative methods. SPUNK
pull from traditions ranging from Schaefferian musique concrète, Continental avant-garde,
electronic music, noise, free jazz, and European free improvisation. That these strands coalesce
around some kind of defined experimentality is less important than that they are discursive
touchpoints in SPUNK’s musico-historical network.87

Chapter Overview
In chapter two, I examine SPUNK within experimentalist cultural politics, gender, anarchism,
and transnational flows. I argue that the group’s free improvisation both embodies and
complicates a radical politics and, similarly, is both an instance of and objection to
aestheticized, presentational musical performance. This chapter, then, is deeply concerned with
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the political potential – and complicities – at the heart of ostensibly egalitarian musical modes
active in neoliberal capitalist economies. Through a survey of contemporary experimental free
improvisation’s Euro-American historical precedents, I address SPUNK’s role in intermingled
fields of political discourse and musical activity, including their stated aesthetic and conceptual
premises. Pippi Långstrump figures heavily into this chapter, acting as a pivot point between
free improvisation’s aesthetic zaniness and anarchic politics.
Chapter three addresses free improvisation as processual community in praxis and is,
accordingly, the thesis’s most experimental expression. This chapter locates the freely
improvising ensemble in its performative workings, concentrating on freedom as it is enacted
through different kinds of listening. As in the prior chapter, I look here to SPUNK’s modus
operandi in their own words, focusing particularly on instrumental materiality, embodied
sound, and interactivity. I argue that a thoroughgoing phenomenology of free improvisation
demands coeval engagement with improvisation’s performative, embodied, material, and
affective dimensions. Recognizing this thesis’s slippery and largely undefinable object, I play the
actively-hearing rather than observing bricoleur. Homing in on the group as such, as well as
looking and listening to my own experiences in freely improvised modalities, the chapter
reflexively performs its own theoretical contingencies.
Chapter four returns to the concrete, drawing the prior two chapters into dialectic
communication around a single object: Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK. This chapter is a closereading of SPUNK’s “magnum opus” at multiple points of entry. I examine the work’s sites,
movements, and sounds, arguing that it exemplifies free improvisation’s peculiar capacity to
resist or avoid formalism while, transversely, simultaneously embodying and providing a
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substantial critique of modernist musical language. This chapter returns to foundational
questions about reproducibility, recording, and sonic representation, and I look to both
historical and contemporary arguments about recorded sound in improvisation and electronic
music. I argue that these mostly unanswerable questions are nonetheless deeply implicated in
experimental music’s networked histories. Moreover, they point to even more intractable
questions about musical meaning and aesthetic concerns at a transition point between
modernity and postmodernity.
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Chapter Two
SPUNK in Noisy Village: Anarchy, Gender, and History
Lever vi inte i ett fritt land kanske? [Isn’t it a free world?]
- Pippi Långstrump88
We are doing everything we can to make new connections.
- John Cage, Anarchy89

1941. Bedridden with pneumonia and fever, Karin Lindgren begs her mother each
evening for a story about Pippi Långstrump, an imaginary figure that seven-year-old Karin had
once “invented in a moment of whimsy.”90 Karin’s spontaneous invention would become her
mother’s most widely-known literary conception, a transnational symbol tapping into
childhood’s unique individual and creative freedoms.91 Pippi’s unusual name lends eccentricity
and potency to a character who defies fictive (and social) convention. A wealthy, physicallystrong autodidact who utterly rejects systems of adult authority and boasts a mop of wild red
hair, Pippi lives alone with her monkey and horse in a disorderly house, doing whatever she
pleases exactly when it pleases her to do so. Her anarchic lifestyle and “absurd logic” test
everyone she encounters, child or adult. But she equally embodies a sort of doctrineless
messianism that, in essence, aims to save other children from various social or ideological
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dangers.92 This double sense of radical individuality and collective spirit is the wellspring from
which Pippi’s rhetorical power issues.
As Vivi Edström notes, Pippi exemplifies a literary “tradition of the idyllic and
miniaturized world.”93 Her self-creating habitus is “open and generous and untidy,” reflecting
an alternative order, “a chaotic order, or orderly chaos on terms dictated by the child.”94 For
Pippi, all social boundaries are there “to be tested and exceeded. Of course there are risks – but
[it] is precisely in this risk-taking that she gains her feminist significance.”95 As what Milan
Kundera calls an “experimental self,” Pippi creates, role-plays, and exposes convention through
her creative work.96 But much of this work is affective rather than material, willfully blurring the
lines between working, creating, and playing in an expression of resistance to normative gender
roles and, more precisely, the constraining domestic sphere (Figure 2.1). Sianne Ngai typifies
such a characterization with the useful term ‘zany’, a theoretical designation that explores the
“radically improvisational, even formless style[s] of doing” essential to postmodern
aesthetics.97 Astrid Lindgren’s zany “little Übermensch” – the author’s own tongue-in-cheek,
weirdly apropos nomination – ultimately challenged literary and moral sensibilities across the
Atlantic, facing early contention at Swedish, Anglo-American, and French pressings.98
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But the irrepressible Pippi emerged unscathed, plurally born and reborn in a transnational and
intermedial mesh that scholars are only just beginning to untangle.100
This chapter explores Pippi’s “risk-taking” experimentality, zaniness, and anarchistic
creativity to address her significance to SPUNK’s experimental free improvisation. I consider this
significance within the historically leftist (and sometimes feminist) politics of experimental and
improvised musics. Political radicalism has often taken conflictual form in the thought or praxes
of John Cage, Cornelius Cardew, Feminist Improvising Group (FIG), AMM, MEV, AACM, and
others, and I attempt here to knit together its informing strands into a contemporary reading of
free improvisation’s political potential. Rather than articulate a prescriptive politics of
experimentalism, I argue in this and chapter four for what Joe Panzner, following Cage, calls a
“diagram for becoming, a way of moving in the world that would encourage openness to the
forces of variation that compose the world.”101 But gender undoubtedly informs and shapes the
particularly distribution of aesthetic and political space that SPUNK create and inhabit. Thus,
their work can be seen to strain against masculinist neoliberal capitalism and discourses of
power, offering in response a political transformation through embodied musical activity.

The Free, the Zany
Free improvisation, a means of experimenting musical sound as such, corresponds to anarchy’s
ability to experiment political life, a quasi-utopianism that resists (even as it must participate in)
globalization, neoliberal consumerism, and sound’s reification in the saleable object. Anarchy
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suggests a foundationally creative being-in-the-world, and such creativity provides anarchy’s
political force. Born of a radical Pippiness, SPUNK invests in and elaborates the inclusive and
playfully zany performativity historically associated with John Cage, Fluxus, Dada, FIG, and Allan
Kaprow’s Happenings.102 For theorist Sianne Ngai, this strand of 20th and 21st-century art
partially constitutes a complex and essential critical category – “the zany” – that, along with the
“cute” and the “merely interesting,” frames much contemporary aesthetic discourse, whether
“high” or “low.”103
Ngai’s description of the performing zany could just as well describe a SPUNK
performance: “Hyperattuned and ultraresponsive to the behavior of those around her, the zany
performer’s zaniness is most acutely brought forth in social situations, which is why one rarely
finds a zany acting zany alone.”104 Ngai holds that zaniness dramatizes a characteristically
gendered and “anarchic refusal to be productive,” building on internal tensions that convey an
essentially argumentative or discursive quality.105 In early performances, SPUNK experimented
with household implements to make musical sound, sometimes employing hairdryers, waffle
irons, or chains to achieve the desired musical effect. The group recalls one performance in
which they prepared “waffles on stage to the sound of a typical female ‘domestic conversation’
about curtains that [they’d] pitched down so it sounded like male voices.” 106 In another, Ratkje
found the “special sound” she sought by banging the lid of a wok on her head.107 While little of
the group’s other work carries similarly explicit responses to gendered domesticity, SPUNK are
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aware (and critical) of their outsider status as a free improv ensemble consisting entirely of
women in a male-dominated field.108 And much like their predecessors in the Feminist
Improvising Group, this status is conferred whether or not they enthusiastically receive it.
London’s “deliriously anarchic” FIG, who by most accounts was the first all-female free
improvisation ensemble, provides an important, if unspoken, early template for SPUNK’s zany
free improvisation.109 Formed in 1977 by composer-improvisors Lindsay Cooper and Maggie
Nicols, FIG synthesized its political and aesthetic goals in a heady and frequently hilarious stew
of feminist provocation, pastiche-like performance art, and sexual and class politics.110 Later
and more overtly radicalized than some of their earlier forebears, FIG deployed an incisive
humor that many men in their audiences found “disturbing.”111 FIG’s humor was designed
specifically to provoke and agitate, but the group also felt that they were filling an obvious void
in a largely male-dominated field. As their first performance – an apparently unhinged amalgam
of random sound, onion-chopping, perfume, and maternal role-play – would suggest, the group
was absolutely uninterested in adhering to paradigms of masculine seriousness.112 Some of the
group’s members, most notably Georgina Born, would later become trenchant social critics and
theorists, firmly positioning FIG’s legacy among mid-1960s and 70s politicized experimental
music.
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SPUNK share much of FIG’s humor and performative zaniness, but diffuse these qualities
through a very different social and technological landscape. Studio-recorded albums, DVDs, and
internet content, along with site-specific conceptual projects documented via these same
technologies, have expanded to match if not overtake the role of conventional live
performance in the group’s output. SPUNK appeared two decades after FIG, in a more complex
neoliberal and “postmodern geopolitical reality,” an era in which we have increasingly lost hold
of the difference between the work of art and the commodity form.113 Sianne Ngai’s aesthetics
of the zany and, also, “the cute” attempt to address this ever-more “ambiguous status of the
contemporary avant-garde in general,” troubling an always-tightening “closeness between the
artwork and the commodity.”114 Like zaniness, cuteness is about power struggle and gender,
particularly as these forces inhere in the commodity. While these aesthetic categories have
disparate, centuries-old origins, they converge into a single “repertoire” for evaluating
contemporary circumstance, from the late twentieth century to the present.115
As a descriptive category based on “complicated intersections of ordinary affects,”
zaniness helps us see how we might read the women-controlled free improvisation ensemble at
the turn of the 21st century.116 In SPUNK’s zany free improvisation, the musical work is replaced
with the work that makes or experiments music, a blurring of lines between affective work/play
and order/disorder that focuses on music’s being activity rather than form. Gendered activity
and work are processes that replicate power structures. As Ngai points out, the gendered zany
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“specifically evokes the performance of affective labor – the production of affects and social
relationships – as it comes to increasingly trouble the distinction between work and play.”117
Drawing from Freud, Ngai argues that zaniness is “about” gendered divisions of labor, that it is
“always already a kind of hysteria.”118 Through these expressly “eroticized disparities of power
and the ideological repositioning of labor as play,” free improvisational zaniness is overtly
political, unavoidably concerned with anarchy as a potential byproduct of work-play
tensions.119
Because of its unique relationship to musical work, SPUNK’s freely improvised music
conceptually typifies zaniness. Work-play tensions emerge in the group’s sound and sources,
particularly as their practice draws from the undeniably zany Pippi – and her earlier analogue,
the composer, actor, and filmmaker Charlie Chaplin. Vivi Edström explicitly associates Pippi and
Charlie,120 imaginary figures yoked to a simultaneously mimetic and distancing zaniness that
endlessly blurs the spaces between work, play, and political activity. The two characters share
an affectively zany quality, bending intelligibility and sensibility to their physical, spontaneous
whims. But where Charlie’s destitute, feminized “Little Tramp” is responsive rather than active
and (as a mime) literally mimetic, the wealthy Pippi is verbal, will-driven, and self-making. While
taking due inspiration from these emblematically solo figures, SPUNK works in concert, zanies
sharing creative space with zanies. This concert does not involve a priori musical or group form;
rather, it is temporarily configured through gestural and embodied activity that works and
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reworks music moment by moment. SPUNK takes on and transforms the embodied labors of
femininity through sheer activity, an unproductive production of sound as sound.
For their week-long 2011 conceptual work Reir [Nest], SPUNK performed in an
abandoned pizza restaurant in Bodø, Norway. The performance involved four days of
preparation during which SPUNK went out into “the public domain” to collect disused,
abandoned, or otherwise free cultural artifacts and commodities that they then incorporated
into a gigantic, “homely” nest in the restaurant.121 The collection process was, as the group
notes, “anarchistic” and intended to experiment physical materials in much the same way that
they experiment musical “materials.”122 At the zenith of collection, the group played a freelyimprovised musical set inside the nest with cameras attached to their heads, recording the
process. In the remaining days, outsiders were invited to come and explore the nest, now
replete with video screens playing back the recorded performance.
The group repeated the Reir project in Oslo, a video of which is available via SPUNK’s
Vimeo site. The roughly twenty-minute video shows a real-time SPUNK performance within the
“nest” and affords the viewer a four-way split-screen perspective of the unfolding
improvisation. Beginning in four chairs facing one another, the group gradually begin to mill
around and experiment the room’s affordances. The four head-mounted cameras capture the
viewpoint of each member as she explores the nest’s collected objects, using them to make
new and surprising improvised noises. Each camera produces a singular performative
perspective or point of audition that simultaneously grasps the movement and soundings of the
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other three performers. In this sense, we see and hear both freely-improvising individuals and
their relations to other free-improvising individuals as these relations emerge and change in
time.
Reir interrogates the boundaries between public and private space, transforming the
gendered work of making a nest (homebuilding) through the re-use and reconfiguration of
commercial detritus. The installation foregrounds affective labor – the making of a nurturing
and incubatory space – but reconceives this work as simultaneously creatively productive and
commercially unproductive, as well as inevitably contingent. By drawing unwanted material and
half-consumed commodities into the homebuilding effort, they both embrace and critique the
non-productivity endemic to domestic labor. But Reir’s culminating free improvisational
performance aurally stages the nest’s inhabitation by four zanies, anarchically unmaking the
home through unstructured sound. Taking literal place inside their own construction, SPUNK
performs an improvised, “nested” conversation in an inversion of what Marie Thompson calls
the “extraneous chatter” and “sonic surplus” associated with gossiping, homey women.123 By
refusing the “rule[s] of representation” and placing improvisational noise at the center of their
affective labors, SPUNK remain “resolutely unresolved and transitional” – a non-position that
Thompson argues sonically critiques patriarchal order.124 The nest itself becomes a space where
improvisation among women can happen.
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The Reir video reveals four discrete perspectives that remain individual while the sound
they produce together emerges as a singularity. Acoustic instruments join an Illy coffee
percolator, candle-stick, paint can, Styrofoam cups, bells, an electric fan, along with sundry bits
of scrap metal, wood, and wire, to create a busy and remarkably-textured mass of sound. The
room’s cluttered objects relinquish their tool-natures to SPUNK’s free improvisational remaking
as Maja scrapes and shakes chain-linked fencing, or Hild shuffles a small pile of nails with her
foot. At a remarkable moment eight minutes in, the group progressively coheres into an ad hoc
percussion orchestra, implementing a spinning steering wheel, bent metal tubing, and strungtogether cups and bells to produce a caterwaul of clanks and squeaks. Objects that might have
literally held together a home, or filled its spaces with functional presence, transform into
sound-making devices. These emergent instruments, whose sonic qualities elude functionality,
become features in a noisy nest built not for care, rest, or egg-laying, but for improvisational
and creative sociality.

Experimenting History
As the foregoing demonstrates, FIG and SPUNK emblematize a particularly zany strand of free
improvisation, leveraging the form’s long-term connection with radical political and
philosophical thought. Maja Ratkje comments that SPUNK’s experimental music is a “political
statement in itself: one that chooses to omit the prevailing, the conformist and the commercial
aspects of artistic expression, giving people another alternative, something new to explore, to
hopefully function as an eye-opener for other possibilities, in the end to make a difference!”125
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But what kind of difference, exactly, can freely-improvised music make? Viewed with respect to
their experimentalist forebears, SPUNK’s project expresses the kind of politicized ‘negative
freedom’ that Gary Peters associates with, particularly, Anthony Braxton’s free music, “a
freedom-from a capitalist superstructure that commercially rewards artistic conformity and
obedience to rigid stylistic codes while freezing out the alterity of genuine innovation.”126 The
implicit collective noninterference of the ‘freedom-from’ contrasts with the master-of-oneself
logic embedded in ‘freedom-to,’ demonstrated by Cagean experimentalist’s continued
investment in subjectivized, individually-agentive compositional logics.127 This section tracks
these important shifts from their foundations in Cage’s thought to the more radical and
centerless free improvisational modes of the late 1960s and 1970s, identifying the latter as an
important informing strand in SPUNK’s zany musical expressions.
Free improvisation comingles with other mid-twentieth-century experimental musics
across more than five decades of development and change, a web of negotiated activities and
meanings whose musical and political vitality persists into 21st-century practices. Composerphilosopher John Cage remains experimental music’s most influential early practitioner and
theorist, but by the mid-1960s his work and influence had merged with an extensivelynetworked Euro-American avant-garde and found new, expanded development in free
improvisation groups. Between the I-Ching-centered aleatory of Music for Changes (1951) and
the fully indeterminate Variations II (1961), Cage gradually articulated a compositional
philosophy that Branden Joseph calls “central, indeed, fundamental, to the breakdown of the
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modernist project and the advent of postmodernism.”128 But this decade-long stretch
converged with similar work undertaken on various continents and in several major cities, most
crucially Darmstadt, Germany, which became a veritable breeding ground for experimental
composers whose productions ultimately opened into freely improvised sound.
The mid-1960s saw Cage’s widening interest in social and political life, which he
documented from 1965-1982 in his “Diary: How to Improve the World (You Will Only Make
Matters Worse).”129 Fellow first-generation experimental composer Christian Wolff notes that
Cagean experimentalism reflexively expresses an “attitude in the making and performing of the
work [and] points to the work’s continual condition of being in-progress, of being in a lifeprocess”; thus, experimental music is “full of risks” both political and social.130 He goes on to
argue that musical experiment is a “dynamic in music working on its social-cultural setting.
Experiment should sustain a hope of renewal that is both aesthetic and political-social.”131
These politics reflect experimentalism’s ambivalent relationship to a liberal-democratic
conception of the stable subject or identity capable of being represented by a government
without distortion or noise.132 Joe Panzner argues that Cage and his cohort sought “inherently
risky” musical outcomes arising from “experimental practices geared toward determining how
it might be possible to live, what ways of inhabiting the world might be made possible by and
through active experimentation with the real.”133 In such experimentation, Cage stresses
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conversation over communication, a move that emphasizes the processual and the becoming
over the consensus-focused teleology of communication. As Panzner frames it, Cage’s music
“emerges only in confrontation with that which is not already recognized and reconfigures what
it is possible to think.”134
Cagean thought had profound implications for an international avant-garde and
burgeoning free improvisation movement. In the first place, Cage stressed nondirectionality
and ateleological transformation over hierarchical form. He sought to disarticulate any
connections between sounds and transcendent principles, focusing instead on what Branden
Joseph calls a Deleuzian “plane of immanence.”135 This involved rejecting totalizing serialist
conceptions, à la Darmstadt luminaries Karlheinz Stockhausen or Pierre Boulez, that strove for
organizational control across all musical parameters (pitch, timbre, rhythm, duration, etc.).
Secondly, Cage’s work allowed the listener to confront an open field rather than a static object.
The field’s perimeter is penetrable and negotiable, resisting formal or aesthetic closure.136
Thirdly, Cagean experimentation became a “process of interpretation, of reading and receiving
signs, in the absence of pregiven signifieds.”137 Fourthly, these elements connect in a larger
subversion of power that deconstructs foundational binarisms between composer-listener,
sound-object, score-sound, and performer-listener.138 As Cage divulged in 1960, these
purposeless or intentionless methods do “not imply contempt for society, [but that] each
person whether he knows it or not is noble, is able to experience gifts with generosity, that
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society is best anarchic.”139 Finally, Cage troubled boundaries between artistic disciplines. This
problematization was an “unavoidably political question,” as Joseph notes, a “question of
politics without mediation.”140 For Cage, form was politics, a “technique of power” that policed
creative possibility, much like composers and conductors police formal relations and semantic
force.141 As I discuss at length in the remainder of this chapter and in subsequent chapters,
subversion of authority, political and aesthetic anarchy, and the issue of form as politics find
substantial revision and expansion in SPUNK’s work. But these tenets would have to first pass
through the various modalities of post-Cagean free improvisation.
The historical move from Cage’s experimentalism to free improvisation would ultimately
require an even more drastic, decentering shift of authority. Among the innumerable
composers having encountered Cage at Darmstadt in the late 1950s, Frederic Rzewksi uniquely
grasped the logical consequences of indeterminacy and aleatory for a rigorously collective
improvisational practice. In 1967, Rzewski formed the early free improvisation group MEV as a
deliberate response to academic serialism’s “notational complexity” and prescriptive
compositional demands.142 As David Bernstein notes, this movement toward improvisational
freedom was indissociable from a general move toward free love, free speech, and free jazz in
the 1960s. The end of the 1960s witnessed a spate of politicized free improvisation groups,
including London’s AMM, FIG, and SME, and Rome’s Nuova Consonanza, whose social concerns
often converged with co-emergent African-American free jazz ensembles, like Chicago’s AACM.
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While the latter pushed back “against centuries of racial oppression,” Bernstein points out that
European “free improvisation was sometimes an act of defiance by members of the liberated
white majority, a revolt against bourgeois values in a capitalist/consumer society.”143 Explicitly
along such lines, Rzewski’s friend and AMM founder Cornelius Cardew began his Treatise in
1963 as an early attempt to remove performers from “slavish” obedience to a score, even an
indeterminate or graphic one.144 In accord with the transnational shift toward free
improvisation, Cardew grew preoccupied with abandoning notational and scoring concerns in
favor of exploring the connection between improvisation and everyday life. Fellow
experimentalist Christian Wolff notes that Cardew’s emergent improvisational practice stressed
forbearance, openness, the “relation among fellow musicians,” and a deliberate rejection of
autonomous self-expression, features that easily segued into Cardew’s later, more overtly
radicalized political project.145
These deeply politicized developments of Cagean thought – aligned here to the later,
collectivist practices of SPUNK and others – required rejecting what Francisco López calls the
“rhetorical game of deciding-not-to-decide” that still needed an individual composer to justify
its ideology.146 For López, Cage’s “randomising [sic] liturgy” was no less invested in
proceduralism and formalist methodologies than earlier modernist music, in the sense that
“methodological application of randomisation [sic] procedures” remain a deeply positivistic,
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even scientific, kind of formalism.147 So despite his investment and occasional achievements in
a musical founded on ontological indeterminacy, Cage remained wed to a modernist politics of
agency and control that his followers would strive to complicate.
Like other free improvisation groups in this lineage, SPUNK entirely dispense with
musical scores, excepting a few early experimental études, and they reveal complicated stylistic
and aesthetic connections to post-Cagean aesthetics.148 Despite obvious sympathies, situating
SPUNK in this legacy can be tricky. The name ‘SPUNK’, which I’ve explicitly linked to its origins
with Pippi, acquires yet another layer of meaning in light of experimentalist naming practices:
by setting Pippi’s invented word in capital letters, the group suggests a tongue-in-cheek
historical encounter and continuity with 1960s free improvisation’s collectivist, acronymcentered naming practices. Ratkje points out that an uncapitalized spelling would “exclude the
possibility” that the letters in ‘SPUNK’ might have other meanings, as in the cases of FIG, MEV,
SME, AACM, AMM, or ICP. For Ratkje and SPUNK, improvisation is about possibility. Connecting
their name to an experimentalist lineage while declining to invest the pseudo-acronym with
meaning, the group allows itself plural interpretive possibilities and finally refuses
experimentalism’s vestigial, politically-programmatic tendencies. This is not to divest SPUNK of
their political force – indeed, as Ratkje’s comment suggests, the group’s music is by nature
political. The question is to what extent its politics can be meaningfully extrapolated without
reinvesting in the prescriptive (and often masculinized) politics that SPUNK deliberately
surmounts. SPUNK recreates, remakes, or experiments this history, lending it power derived
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from an embodied experience of the world and expressing this experience through
improvisational zaniness.

Sounding the Sensible: Pippi as Arkhê
Recent scholarship has investigated the possibility of a community beyond simple identity
politics, thinking a specifically post-communist, re-envisioned form of democracy.149 Theorized
as non-essential, collective, and contingent being, these political communities disrupt
normative social roles and ways of being or living.150 As just such a community, SPUNK sound
out against the atomism undergirding neoliberal capitalism and the dominant composer-work
binary in Western art music. But they also assert a relational, radically-free improvisational
space for and among women, simultaneously disavowing capitalist reification of that space.
Their free improvisation emerges through relationality and their community-being necessarily
founds itself in alterity.151 Freely improvised community makes, in Jean-Luc Nancy’s words,
“singular beings other, both for one another and for themselves, just as it conditions the
possibility of connection and exchange among beings.”152 With this framework in mind, we can
examine free improvisation as a kind of collective political activity that resists the paradigmatic
logic of individualism that lingered even in Cage’s radical philosophy, and which SPUNK
anarchically rejects.
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The question of how zany, freely improvising artists like SPUNK act politically requires
careful consideration of the ways that musical activity can reconfigure social and political space.
In Jacques Rancière’s keen reading, “communities of sense” in art or politics literally partition
the sensible and, thus, make artistic meaning a function of the visible, praxical, and intelligible
world.153 It follows that artistic practice is at root built on and in the spatial settings, such as
theaters, galleries, venues, monuments, or museums, that house art objects.154 This
distribution of the sensible (le partage du sensible) is a “system of self-evident facts of sense
perception that simultaneously discloses the existence of something in common and the
delimitations that define the respective parts and positions within it.”155 As Jairo Moreno and
Gavin Steingo argue, Rancière’s logic is that of ‘inclusive exclusion,’ where the French verb
partager suggests at once a partaking and a partitioning.156 Rancière’s schema describes in the
most general way the limitations set on political activity. For Rancière, any political dissent or
dissensus involves a fundamental re-distribution of political space through action that changes
the “calculus of inclusion and exclusion that constitutes the formation to which [people]
belong.”157 Dissensus is not simply conflict, but conflict between senses; e.g., “a sensory
presentation and a way of making sense of it, or between several sensory regimes and/or
‘bodies.’”158 Dissensus necessarily lies at a meaningful politics’ center. Conversely, consensus is
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an agreement between senses, between a “sensory presentation and a regime of meaning.”159
In this analysis, economic globalization, individualism, and neoliberalism constitute the “clearcut and irrefutable” consensus of our moment.160
SPUNK’s freely improvisational experimentation constitutes musical dissensus through
its inner relations, forms of listening (see chapter three), and the ways it challenges modernist
spatiality (see chapter four). Its radically permutable means of music-making invites inclusive,
de-hierarchized individual participation with always unknown results. Yet, as Reir so effectively
illustrates, it is four women – four zanies – whose collective musical laboring creates such
dissensus by reconfiguring shared social space. By denying the concrete composition or work’s
central role in musical activity and instead focusing on improvisors’ risky and embodied musical
whims, SPUNK perpetually rethinks its own internal relations and relations to the world. Unlike
pedagogic or didactic political artworks that provide a model or counter-model for behavior –
what Rancière calls mimetic dispositif – free improvisation can only sketch an open
relationality, a self-making and self-remaking process. Without a reproducible or representable
product, this form experiments itself as simply a changeable organization of improvising bodies
and listeners contingently housed in one environment or another. The form’s force lies in the
degree to which its embodied practitioners share in a collective making that risks an unstable
politics of gender, while always returning to the risk of unknowability.
Free improvisation’s true political efficacy lies in how, like other art forms, it divides
time and space to elaborate ways of being among and apart from other humans in
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sociopolitical life.161 Such partitions can obviously take wildly different forms, and this fact
illuminates the sense in which music can be political through its mere disposition – a literal
dispositioning of bodies and sounds in space. As Moreno and Steingo draw out, art and music
contribute to politics what they have in common with political projects: “bodily positions and
movements, functions of speech, the parceling out of the visible and the invisible.”162 SPUNK
are political in that women listening and interacting within their own distributed spaces is, in a
patriarchal and masculinist field, the “audible unthought.”163 For Pippi, the word spunk itself is
the unthought, and for SPUNK, Pippi becomes an arkhê or original ethical principle upon which
their musical activity is predicated.164 Tellingly, Moreno and Steingo provide Chicago’s
longstanding free-improvising AACM collective as an example of community driven by arkhê.
The authors ply the Latin translation of the word – principium – which carries the senses
“origin” and “guiding principle” to make their case.165 AACM’s African-American improvisors,
excluded from other forms of community participation, found their creative work in a matrix of
black social, intellectual, and musical domains. This matrix establishes the group’s principium or
arkhê, a distribution of African-American freely improvised music-making resistant to formal
constraints or codifiable musical “content.”166 An ethical imperative to assert black agency
directs the cultural noise they create, which in turn must always refer back to the community’s
originary “legislative command.”167
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Embodying the zany, Pippi acts as SPUNK’s arkhê. Karin Lindgren’s creation, an
extemporized, creative sharing between mother and daughter, becomes a figure for the
radically creative action shared among the women of SPUNK. But Pippi transforms in this
action, her individualism – once a “little Übermensch” – subsumed into a relationality that,
while still reflecting the gendered zaniness that troubles it, repels masculine intervention. The
group’s ethical “legislative command” extends through the Feminist Improvising Group’s
gender and sexual politics and into the class and race politics essential to free improvisation’s
earliest iterations. SPUNK translate FIG’s earlier response to affective and maternal work, of
which Pippi is distantly emblematic, into a noise that rebuts and disperses patriarchal order.
FIG’s own hysterical musical assaults on domesticity emerged at a point when western
postmodernity was transitioning to a neoliberal economy ever more reliant on forms of
immaterial, gendered labor.168 Monetized forms of caregiving, healthcare, interpersonal
contact/interaction, and, most importantly, maternal work began to have essential roles in
shaping and orienting gendered postmodern subjectivities.169 But as these models ever-more
deeply buried themselves in western social and ethical ideologies, strategies to resist and
disperse their power must become increasingly zany.
How, then, can there be arkhê within the anarchic (an-archic)? An apparent paradox
arises when Pippi’s utterance, which become the logos for SPUNK’s community-making
experimental music, encounters the anarchic rejection of any such originary principle. In other
words, SPUNK operates by ‘spunk’ as an attempt to cultivate a zany, gendered aesthetics, while
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using the very same openness to articulate a total anarchic freedom – which by nature refuses
a single group logic based on identity. I argue that SPUNK beats Pippi at her own game,
incorporating her radical creativity while transfiguring the individualism that drives that
creativity, just as free improvisors transformed Cage’s own still-autonomous radicality. Similar
to Moreno and Steingo’s claim that AACM must remain bound to a nationally-circumscribed
notion of race “as the logos of its continuing existence,” SPUNK exhibit an “ethical
commitment” through zaniness rather than a shared identity in the same.170 The ensemble
exposes in praxis that four zany women can sound dissensus through anarchic politics, and yet
at the same time experiment the very form through which such a risk is possible.
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Chapter Three
Resonant Selves: Listening, Timbre, and Performance
Lend your ear to this syntax that I misuse only slightly: what summons us to listen, what makes us into two, one
plus one, what makes us into this open addition, this sum that we are [cette somme que nous sommes], is our
desire for someone, always one more person, to hear us hearing. I want you to listen to me listening; and we
want [her] or them to listen to us listening.
[…]
We are not a community of listeners listening to one single object that joins us together, like that population
with mute ears that Wagner seemed to dream of. We are an infinite addition of singularities that each wants to
make itself heard hearing. Thus without any possible summing up. We do not listen like one single body; we are
two, and (therefore) always one more.
- Peter Szendy, Listen: A History of Our Ears171

SPUNK improvises, listens. They configure each new performance environment per their
shared goals, positioning bodies, chairs, instruments, monitors, and speakers into ordered
arrays that shape the form their improvisations and listenings will take. The place itself
improvises, contributing its own undeniably modificatory action to the sonic entanglements
within its walls. Environment attenuates and amplifies sound, resonating and reverberating in
ways that elude precise accounting. Playing in and with the room, the group communicate
omnidirectionally: as Ratkje says, “the meeting place” is itself both listener and agent, and
communication flows between “the time and the room and the people in it, including [the
performer], the audience, and [the performer’s] creative collaborators.”172 Instrumental,
technological, and acoustic affordances interact subtly to shape what is aurally possible,
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resisting closure. At the same time, that “meeting place” and its contained sounds become
something else entirely as I listen via recordings and videos. Just as recorded musical sound is
replayed and thus remade through listening, the experience of such undergoes further change
through writing. Within these peculiar, overlapping resonances, improvised community
becomes whatever it is, whatever it was, whatever it can be.
This chapter, then, is about listening. It interrogates free improvisation’s aesthetic and
performative formations to hear and engage its peculiar modes of listening and consider how
these modes can be translated – or mistranslated – in acts of writing. With respect to Peter
Szendy’s condensed “critical history of listening,” I examine what freely-improvised musics
might suggest about crucial shifts in late modern and postmodern forms of aural activity and
how this activity relates to ideas of self and subjecthood.173 While such issues implicate
complex political, economic, and technological realities, I am primarily concerned with how free
improvisational practice negotiates these realities on a performative level. I argue that free
improvisation calls into question prevalent philosophical concepts of subjectivity and autonomy
through its particular listening modalities. SPUNK’s processual community is neither
intersubjective nor homogeneous unity, but a being-with that includes, albeit temporarily, its
listeners and this writer. In what follows, I explore how free improvisers hear themselves and
assert a performative phenomenology of listening through which community takes shape.
In keeping with this chapter’s weird focus, the sonic objects I consider here are diverse
and fragmentary, ranging from the YouTube snippet to the imagined musical moment. The
analyses I offer express how listening happens in postmodern life and evaluate what in those
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listenings might precipitate the processual community’s emergence. Free improvisation hinges
on immediate sonic sharing (where sound itself mediates or inter-mediates) and necessarily
depends on the singular response to collective moments, as well as the collective willingness to
hear these responses. With this framework in mind, I play the experimental listener whose own
improvisational position in complex, unfolding relations is forever being remade.

Hearing Histories
Whence came the modern listener, and where now can she go? The history of modern Western
listening began in the 18th century in relation to what Peter Szendy calls the capital of
originality.174 In passage from the 17th to the 19th centuries, the increasingly autonomous
composer started to embody a convergence between musical originality and both economic
and cultural capital. In musical terms, these notions gradually solidified around ideas of
invention embedded primarily in the unique melody as a creative unit, which remained
distinguishable from any contrapuntal elaboration or arrangement. Most importantly,
individually-extant musical works were framed in terms of subjecthood and ownership, a
configuration rooted centrally in emerging ideas of composers’ legal rights as authors along
with developing performance practices.175 This fact inevitably had a serious impact on the
received politics of listening in Western art music. In the 19th century, musical interpretation or
performance was conceived as the re-presentation of a prior work and the music itself a figure
for the composer’s absolutely-possessed creative originality and authority.176 Then, as Szendy
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argues, the phonograph’s invention in the 20th century made the 19th-century arrangement
“moot,” drastically reconfiguring conventional styles of listening.177
The phonograph was one among several early 20th-century technologies, including the
telephone and radio, that would profoundly reshape listening and subjectivity in modernity and
set the stage for even more drastic changes in postmodernity.178 Expanding mass culture and
these aural technologies’ capacity to disperse sound through space led to forms of subjective
listening in the 20th-century’s early decades that Theodor Adorno, among others, would decry
as “regressive.”179 For Adorno, mass culture and its attendant musical technologies facilitated
regression from ethical possibility, from a “different and oppositional” music that might combat
conditions of alienation and reification.180 Instead of producing free-thinking subjects, these
conditions fostered a delusional, self-assured rejection of what is unfamiliar or unassimilable to
the dominant cultural logic of pseudoindividuality.181 All that remained was individuality’s
“aesthetic residue.”182 Adorno rightly grasped that the modern subject was, in some distorted
form, a lingering remnant of Enlightenment individuality and self-willing valuation. Moreover,
this subject could be traced in the same path that cultivated both composerly authority and the
closed, autonomous musical work-concept. But his notion of so-called “expert” listening, which
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emphasizes a rigorous structural hearing, depends on a positioned subject that I wish to
challenge throughout this chapter.183
As scholars of postmodernity note, sound’s apparently innate dispersive and
disintegrative qualities make it a slippery foundation for subjectivity, an instability that I
leverage in my own analysis.184 Theorists have postulated several modes of listening endemic to
the aurally-saturated contemporary era that attempt to address sound’s ontology and
problematize the subject-oriented models I’ve examined above.185 What Szendy calls distracted
or “lacunary” listening very deliberately expands beyond the previously-discussed Adornian
concept of “expert” listening.186 Like Joanna Demer’s “aesthetic listening,” which I discussed in
chapter one, lacunary listening breaks with linear or narrative textual movement, becoming a
form of criticism that can disrupt the “temporal linearity of the stream.”187 Szendy’s argument
makes listening a potentially deconstructive act that starts, in the late 20th century, to blur the
lines between composer, listener, and work. Similarly, Demers describes a postmodern
aesthetic listening that “heeds intermittent moments of a work” rather than focusing on the
music’s formal trajectory or telos.188 Demers ties these features to durationally indeterminate
electronic music, though they equally apply to Cage’s earlier claims that all sounds can be
musical. She wants also to address the extent to which, given this new paradigm, musical
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listening (or Adorno’s expert listening) becomes just one kind of listening in a widening world of
potential ways to listen.189
Lacunary, aesthetic, and partial listening open into the more radically collective forms of
listening that I argue characterize freely-improvised music and suggest new means to conceive
or contest subjecthood. Unlike the persistent subject-object expert form whose loss Adorno
bemoans, improvised group hearing is deliberately, irrevocably relational. It challenges the
stability of a unitary subject whose listening exerts mastery over his – and it is always his –
chosen object. Similarly, the partiality or contingency of free improvisation’s sonic products
come to reflect a similar set of interrelationships in the group form itself. As Szendy points out,
listening’s relationality bears a structural homology with Freud’s sense of discourse as
something “constructed conjointly by the one who utters and by the one who listens to it.”190
This means, essentially, that there is nothing given – no concrete, comprehensible music object
– to be passively received or actively interpreted in an analytic act. Instead, possible meanings
surface within complex relations and exchanges. The postmodern listener is just as much an
arranger who necessarily participates in the making (or remaking) of heard sound and music.191

Ears 1
Musical technologies – organs – function as prostheses for listening, means to modify our own
listening organs, our ear drums and pinnae. A mobile, postmodern listener, I position myself
relaxedly before my computer and plug my headphones in. Picking up my electric guitar and
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amplifier, I join SPUNK in the room in which they have been improvising since this chapter
began – somewhere in Bergen, according to the YouTube video title: “SPUNK live in Bergen
(2).”192 Maja, of course, is singing. But her voice seems strange and barely human, rather like a
warbling digital bird. As she vocalizes, her face painted with laptop glow, she occasionally
reaches down to adjust an electronic filter, synthesizer, or sampler. Lene, eyes closed and head
rocking circularly, holds a tensely-vibrating cello against her body. It squeals hysterically as she
drags the bow across its strings. The sound inquires, and Kristin wants, somehow, to respond to
it; her flute calls back across the room in a three-note figure that isn’t quite right. She adjusts,
but the moment is gone. Already the mood has taken a turn, driven before the textured brown
noise swelling from stage left. More voices. No – what sounds like Hild’s French horn, processed
and multiplied into a thick conversational hum. But according to the video’s caption, Hild isn’t
present. Is she somewhere else? Perhaps still in “SPUNK live in Bergen (1)”? Lene’s cello laughs
along with the continuing chatter. The sound eludes sense, pinging nimbly around the small
room (or dingy dive-bar, posh opera theater, shopping center, art museum). For what seems
like hours, my hands have been unconsciously raking a brass dowel rod against the strings of
my guitar, positioned flat in my lap. I feel reasonably sure that I am making the reverberant
boom issuing from – where exactly? How long have we all been here, waiting, risking,
experimenting, listening? Two minutes and sixteen seconds, begun in media res, internet time.
Free improvisation, importantly, comprises a mode of listening that plays across and
incorporates various attentional and sensory registers. ‘Listening’ and ‘hearing,’ distinguished in
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colloquial English by degree of attention paid or sense grasped, find needed and subtler
distinction in Jean-Luc Nancy’s thought. In French, entendre [to hear] encompasses comprendre
[to understand], and makes hearing an act of understanding or comprehension – as Nancy puts
it, “hearing say” rather than simply “hearing sound.”193 In the latter case, he means écouter [to
listen], where words recede into sheer resonance, the sound itself. This simple division gives
shape to an aural spectrum or axis on which attention, understanding, interpretation, and
creative hearing rest. In improvisational moments, the musician’s ear slides along this axis,
playing and experimenting sound directly as raw, emergent sonorous material. I may choose to
follow, extrapolate, or transpose on my own instrument some distinct melodic figure heard in
the French horn or trumpet; rather, I may create texture out of present texture, or timbre out
of timbre. The sonic totality will not reduce, and neither is it graspable as such.
Sound’s very ontology troubles the subjective model defined and presupposed in
Enlightenment philosophical (and compositional, musical) thought, demanding a more flexible
scheme for how musical selves listen. Any vibrating sonorous body emits sound, and these
vibrations resound and re-emit further vibrations in acoustic space. The listening, even selflistening, process thus arises simultaneously with any sounding moment. Ontologically, sound
always entails return, repeat, or referral [renvoi] back to the sound-producing body, a formal
relation that is self (for, as Nancy argues, self is made in the self-reflecting structure of sensing
itself). As Nancy poetically puts it, self is the “dimensionless point of the re- of [resonance]” that
always feels-itself-feeling.194 Nancy’s useful analysis hinges on the reflexive French verb
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construction se sentir, which exposes how self is assumed in the very structure of feeling. To
elaborate, feeling is always already feeling oneself feel [se sentir sentir], and listening is always
already feeling oneself listening.195 To be a “self” or to be a “subject” thus cannot be anything
other than a “to,” “in,” or “for” self – a return or a what Nancy terms “generative repetition.”196
The formative repeat [renvoi constitutive] that Nancy conceives, the resonance that makes the
self, is by no means peculiar to music but “brought out in all its fullness” in it.197
In free improvisational scenes, sound as such takes center stage and, by proxy, so does
self – which is reflected in sound and its modal listenings. Early in the second half of Still Eating
Ginger Bread for Breakfast [2016], SPUNK’s first truly “live” release, Maja’s voice engages in a
comic, polyphonic banter with the other acoustic instruments. The texture is pointillistic and
fragmentary, and just as the group threatens to fly apart into disunity, the cello begins
articulating a sonorous chordal drone. This new element draws the skittering upper voices back
into unified discourse, and the group enfolds into a hazy wash of sound. Elsewhere, in another
moment, a long and unidentifiable sustained tone dissipates to slowly reveal itself as a blend of
voice and brass; Kristin may have begun the motion on her trumpet and, finding the same pitch,
Maja and Hild coalesced in it. Moving apart, the texture changes to expose the play between
selves in concert and selves as singularities, the renvoi between the listening self and
community.
Such dynamism surfaces everywhere in SPUNK’s music, and the group consciously plays
with this musical (and social) dynamic. In 2015, SPUNK produced six short YouTube video clips
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as a teaser for the forthcoming Still Eating Ginger Bread concert.198 Each twenty- to thirtysecond-long clip captures an improvised vignette performed by one or all of SPUNK’s members.
In the first, a static overhead shot trains on the only partially visible, huddled-together group, as
French horn, trumpet, cello, and voice concoct a whispering, breathy mass of sound. A cello’s
bow and bridge entirely fill the shot in the second video, whirring in an unceasing burst of
pitched scraping and motion. The third shows Kristin’s amused face as she blows directly into
her trumpet’s bell and produces a flatulent, flapping sound, while Hild coughs wheezingly into
French horn in the fourth video. In video five, we see part of a shaking body and hear Maja’s
voice produce three long, vibratory tones separated by silence. The final video again trains on
the entire group, this time from below. A burst of chaotic noise issues from the instruments and
voice until Kristin reaches down and abruptly shuts off the video.
In broad strokes, then, the separation between listening as sheer embodied sense and
listening as understanding gestures toward a far more complex critique of subjectivity that, in
turn, opens into an ontology of community unique to free improvisation. Ultimately, Nancy
critiques the verb entendre with respect to its attendant epistemology, which assumes both a
closed-off subject and a closed-off object (remember the Adornian expert listener).199
Philosophers have typically centered phenomenological hearing in a transcendental perceiving
ego whose willful subjectivity contrasts absolutely with the Nancian self. In Brian Kane’s
reading, Nancy views (hears) sound, meaning, and self as homologically interlinked in an
“infinite circulation of renvoi upon renvoi” that through its very structure forever bypasses
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closure.200 A perpetual series of referrals constitutes the temporal self, unbound and becoming,
very much like sound in its actual physics of resonation or reverberation. Elaborating the
argument that listening is not simply listening for meaning or for a given subjectivity, we can
begin to grasp the processual community’s coming, passing, and becoming in terms of the ear.
Community is sonorous and, thus, methexic, involving a group aurality characterized by its free
sharing or experimenting with one another. Freely-improvising listeners have ears open to the
experimental relation between themselves, the sonorous referral or coming/passing of
presence and self without closure.

Ears 2
With my eyes shut and headphones on, it is not at all difficult to forget myself – for a moment.
But I inevitably return in a new scene, with renewed recognition that what was has now been
replaced by what is. So accustomed to my own agency, so dependent on my subjective stability,
I always want to deny sound’s affective power by acting the interpreter and by reporting
accurately what I hear. But the sound is already inside my ears, working on me. And when in
“Dead Man Watching,” from en aldeles forferdelig sykdom [2005], Lene begins a bass-like
ostinato on the cello and the others, quickly following suit, lock into a woozy instrumental
ostinato, I can’t help but nod, drawn in. I recognize this. This is like film noir jazz, or horror
movie music. Well – it was. Now it is altogether unlike jazz. Jittery, irritating noise. It seems
impossible to return to the “this” of thirty seconds ago, to the listening self that I was at that
moment, the self that first recognized the ostinato’s jazzy minor pattern. Such moments evade
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capture; the procession of sounds in space and time remain elusive. I could certainly return, I
could rewind or replay, finding that moment again – but the recognition was always a one-time
shot; and, anyway, there’s a bird outside my window, and an annoying buzz in my right
headphone, and…
Listening occurs as sound occurs, the sounder hearing herself as she sounds, the sounds
themselves interpenetrating and blurring the inside-outside relations that constrain visuality.
Sound is omnipresent. Unlike a visual entity, it can never be simply located, THERE, objectified.
The methods and models through which composers have inscribed sound and musicologists
have disciplined their objects rely on reductive abstractions, analytical forms that automatically
shed what exceeds their logics. Like the autonomous subject, form presupposes unity. In
contrast, free improvisational listening orients itself timbrally, homing in on the textures,
relations, and sounds that will not – cannot – collapse into analysis. As Nancy notes, timbre is
“above all the unity of a diversity that its unity does not reabsorb.”201 In this peculiar sense, the
processual community makes itself timbral, makes an irreducible unity of its diverse sounds and
singularities. Free improvisation rejects tonality’s progressive harmonic motions or serialism’s
mathematical rigor, instead choosing to build and rebuild itself timbrally and experimentally.
Timbre intersects with experimentality in free improvisation’s material processes,
including choices of instrumentation, and layered sonic activities. Free improvisational activity
divests itself of formal or prescriptive articulations of musical “material” through the choice to
explore and experiment selves as relations in and among acoustic and instrumental
affordances. What sounds emerge depends on where such activity takes place, how long it
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takes place, and which instruments and selves configure in which ad hoc formations. The unity
of these parts and sounds “does not reabsorb,” expressing itself as something timbral or
assemblage-like rather than structural.202 The notion of timbre thus metaphorically captures
the timebound (or time-unbound) nature of collective free improvisation and describes its
collective musical emphasis on sound as sound. While the latter emphasis originates in the
Cagean prerogative to let sounds “be themselves,” contemporary free improvisors like SPUNK
have expanded this notion into practices rooted in far more radical listenings.203 Though free
improvisors may privilege unorthodox instrumentation or electronically manipulate acoustic
and vocal sound sources to achieve particular effects, at the practical level these factors
disclose a set of possibilities that is (desirably) subject to change. As Kristin Anderson points
out, for SPUNK, “It’s all sound.”204

Ears 3
Am I audient or participant in unfolding free improvisational activity? Does the distinction
matter? Even with a smartphone in hand and headphones in place, I actively shape relations
between my body, my environment, and the music that – it cannot be repeated enough – also
affects me. This mutuality problematizes my investment in subjecthood, my ordinal need to
return to myself as myself. But it also reflects the inherently improvisational aspects of lived
life, which are in turn homologous with the music I hear. By allowing it to resonate in me, I
physically and affectively perform the sound inside my body, embodying its temporalized
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formation. I spirit it through my daily activities and it undoubtedly shapes the tone or timbre of
those activities – at least until I hit the pause button. But even then the tone may stick. Still, the
recording wants to resist my enclosure, remaining something unto itself and waiting for each
new encounter, just as the group on stage relies on the stage or frame to delineate the room.
By listening, I open myself to something shared, becoming, necessarily more than mine alone,
despite these resistances.
Together, listening to and performing free improvisation actively demonstrate the
fundamental being-with that characterizes life in the world. These performative modes make
audible a subtle flow between ritualized stagings or other unique cultural situations and
everyday life. Marvin Carlson points out that this flow is largely attitudinal and, I might add,
attentional; mere reflexive thought about creative activity attenuates or amplifies flow, shaping
performance.205 The semi- or often unconscious “doubleness” that underscores our behavior
maintains its power whether we perform for an audience or whether the audience is simply
one’s own self.206 In this capacity, being-with extends from our deep relations in a vibrant world
of persons and things into our vicissitudinal self-relations through time. In improvisational
scenes, we listen to ourselves as performing doubles (or triples, quadruples…) and to the other
selves whose self-constitutions similarly resist concretion.
As a free improvising performer, I’m necessarily conscious of the unscripted nature of
my own place in the ensemble. More importantly, I’m conscious of how the musical
movements, gestures, or sounds that I spontaneously generate communicate or converse with
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the other participants. Any sounds I make are always already conditioned and inflected in the
assemblage of other embodied sounds. The same is true of the other participants, each of
whose place unfolds in relation to the larger sound whose emergent unity could have only
come into being through these particular relations at this particular time. The guitar or vocal
line that I introduce into Lene and Hild’s dialogue opens it into a trialogue; I can actively
experiment this or that possible arrangement of sounds, and the ensemble shares my ability to
do so. This ability reflects the necessary, though highly variable, attentional and listening
positions endemic to the practice. Moreover, it reflects the sense in which we are in this
together: opening ourselves to being-with.
Like many artistic practices, free improvisation glides along a performative spectrum
from the utterly quotidian to the aesthetically rarefied. But unlike others, its musical
enactments and attendant listenings reflect, interrogate, theorize, challenge, and champion
human life’s most foundational ligaments. According to Tim Ingold and Elizabeth Hallam,
cultural improvisation is generative, relational, temporal, and, above all, the way that humans
work in an inherently creative world.207 These four characteristics press against modernism’s
necessary divisions between convention and novelty, embodied in its performative modalities
and accompanied by parsed-out composers, musicians, and listenings. Taking the argument
further, creative acts are not and cannot be their results, but consist in the processual
movements that give rise to those results (and of which those results are irrevocably
comprised). In an always-already improvisational world, free improvisational listening orients
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listeners to the ways that, in Ingold and Hallam’s words, humans undeniably “participate in
each other’s coming-into-being.”208 Its quotidian origins indicate that free improvisation is not
work-bound, never the musical work itself, but the way we work through conditional and
crescent means that demand openness and responsiveness to emergent worlds.209
As being-with, free improvisational performance and listening inhere in process. Unlike
seeing, which can take in at a glance, listening emerges in the substrate of time and thus grasps
an essential thread of worldly being. Life itself irrevocably involves passage – being-in-the-world
and coming-into-being – an ever-unfolding and always self-surpassing phenomenal and
ontological experience. As Tim Ingold states: “humans do not, through their creative
interventions, transform the world from without, but rather – belonging within it – play their
part in the world’s creative transformation of itself.”210 Free improvisation exposes just this
unending creative movement, in a musical expression of what Alfred North Whitehead names
“concrescence.”211 Foregrounding timbre, free improvisors collapse a rigid separation between
concept and form or pattern, instead engaging with the basic implements and qualities of
concrescent life.212 Experimental technique, the performative listenings that work on and with
the group, frames being-with as both fundamental and fundamentally creative.
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Pippi Listens, Speaks
‘Spunk’ is Pippi’s half-finished pièce de résistance. Ever the little Übermensch, she willfully and
painstakingly seeks her word’s meaning in a world of possibility. When, at last, the passing
green bug seems a fitting ‘spunk,’ Pippi makes it thus. We cannot possibly fault her decision to
finally give the utterance scope and definition. Pippi is a subject, an agent, and her sheer
determination and strategies of resistance suggest surprisingly provocative and unorthodox
ways to create meaning in a world without meaning. Pippi is a bringer of potentiality, a creative
avatar. Yet, we must also listen for her word’s timbre, to its resonant “hearing sound” rather
than just its “hearing say.” (In)applicable to myriad instances and instantiations, ‘spunk’ leaps to
the ear as something always more than itself. After first opening her ear to momentary capture,
after attuning herself to unforetold possibility, what other sense could Pippi have gleaned from
the reaches just above her kitchen table? What paths could she and her friends have woven
had they disavowed the search for meaning and instead engaged the very process of spunk’s
making? What new listenings could have emerged in their collective activity? Pippi was much
closer than she could have known to a radical ethics, to the recognition that the renvoi between
‘spunk’ and its possible objects was the structure of self; that the renvoi figures both sound and
self, and that through listening the structure of self can be heard.
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Chapter Four
The Group Goes for a Walk:
Drones, Lines, and Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK
After these twelve years, I can really feel that the pace and cycle of these special concerts is marked in my
consciousness, and that throughout this period it has been in my body as a physical feeling of time past and time
to come. And, of course, time present, every time the moment has arrived to play our selected pitch. I think that,
in a way, time can cease to exist when you establish a meeting point with the same context. And even though
the venues have been different and life has had its impact on us as individuals, the task, and the group, has been
the same. The exercise of being present...
- Hild Sofie Tafjord 213

In 1926, Norwegian architect and artist Emanuel Vigeland (1875-1948) erected in Oslo’s
Slemdal neighborhood a building of his own careful design intended to house his many
sculptures and paintings.214 Younger brother of the more widely-known sculptor Gustav
Vigeland, Emanuel was artistically drawn to scenes of erotic and religious ecstasy, filling
churches in Norway and Sweden with his commissioned stained glass, frescoes, and wallpaintings.215 But his Slemdal museum would change character with time, enclosing itself around
the aging artist’s life; he dubbed it Tomba Emanuelle, and thus museum became mausoleum.
After his death in 1948, the artist’s ashes were interred in a hollow stone and placed above the
Tomba’s entranceway, providing eternal stewardship over the ecstatic power of his pictorial
Vita. In one cryptic description, Vigeland expresses his work’s central dialectic: “No power can
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halt the flow of life, for God accounts for all./ In conception God is He who gives, and in death it
is He who takes back.”216
It is a fitting irony that in the first days of 2001, nearly fifty years after the Tomba
Emanuelle’s 1959 public opening, SPUNK would choose this space of death and eternality to
initiate their most deeply emplaced and worldly sonic conception. Beginning one minute past
8:00 p.m. on January 20th, the group filled the Tomba with a droning Bb that echoed resonantly
in the mausoleum’s twenty-second reverberations. Stretching to nearly 35 minutes, this drone
inaugurated SPUNK’s twelve-year project, Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK, their single longest
conceptual work. Against Vigeland’s architectural stasis, SPUNK offered motion and duration;
against his pictoriality, they offered vibration; against pastness, presence; against image, sound.
This was the first inhabitation, the first sounding, in a long and entangled flow of such
inhabitations. By nature impermanent, yet at the same time yoked together in scenes of shared
becoming, Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK’s sounding moments – and the interregna between
them – would index the group’s coalescences, convergences, and dispersals as they lined-out
along Oslo’s city grounds for the majority of their collective history.
This chapter undertakes close study of SPUNK’s Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK, tracing its
creative and theoretical resources in terms of the project’s actualizations along myriad paths
and lines in the Oslo cityscape. But the chapter also engages with the question of recorded
sound, examining DWS’s documentation in a 2013 CD box-set released on the record label Rune
Grammofon. The problematic emerges, then, as one along both phenomenological and
ontological lines, as an interrogation of DWS’s polemical force and the availability of that force
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to a diverse and agentive set of hearers. With Tim Ingold, I argue that just as social life never
ends – never attains closure – the processual community always moves. Like Ingold’s lineated
social “rope,” the community’s “harmonies reside in the way each strand, as it issues forth, coils
around the others and is coiled in its turn, in a countervalence of equal and opposite twists
which hold it together and prevent it from unraveling.”217 Rather than a structured set of
discrete moments, like a modernist serial row, or a chain of links, block, or containers, DWS is a
rope of corresponding sonic knots in which each performed knot is “with” every other knot
through the lines and time into which they are woven.218 SPUNK experiments Oslo itself by
sonically unmapping it or entangling it in improvised musical activity, a feat that involves
reasserting and reconnecting the embodied, lived temporalities lining-out between DWS’s
performed events. In this very important sense, DWS extends SPUNK’s bodily zaniness into the
world and against a masculinist, architectural compositional logic. With Ingold’s ontology in
mind, I argue further that DWS’s recordings, rather than static or bound objects, are themselves
affective lines into other becoming-moments. I read these translations or transformations as
part of SPUNK’s wider meshwork of creative – and lineal – play with sound and being-in-theworld.
Ratkje writes in a fascinating essay on compositional inspiration that “nothing in life is
ever experienced linearly…it never can be.”219 I argue throughout what follows that the group
very deliberately play this embodied, improvisational nonlinearity – which is itself a lineality –
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against DWS’s ostensibly modernist conceptual design. As I note in chapter one, Das
Wohltemperierte SPUNK was performed and recorded in twelve different locations over a span
of twelve years. Each of the piece’s twelve improvised performances centers on one pitch of
the equal-tempered chromatic scale, and each recording is marked by its venue’s unique
acoustic properties. In our email exchanges, Maja Ratkje describes Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK
as a “sonic print book of Oslo” that disperses SPUNK’s improvised music through a variety of
the city’s acoustic “atmospheres.”220 She stresses that the group chose each venue, whether
outdoors or indoors, public or private, for its unique sonic character and capacity to contribute
to the overall sound, but notes that correspondences between individual pitch and venue
ultimately remain arbitrary. The list of venues, shown in figures 4.1 and 4.2 below, reveals a
high level of environmental and, thus, acoustical variety streamlined into a numerological and
pitch-based ordering. But this numerology is irremediably complicated, even problematized, by
the work’s temporality and the group’s philosophical attitude toward embodied sound and
experience.
DWS extends the group’s other site-specific work, like Reir [Nest] and Lys [Light], into a
multi-site temporal and bodily process in which their community coalesces in performances and
disperses between them. Each coalescence is an inhabitation in which the group performs its
community in a new key, as it were, shifting the tonal center of the larger row which in turn
maps against ever-changing venues and a larger flow of time. The performances themselves are
unique in SPUNK’s output in that they each focus on a predetermined drone upon which the
group freely improvises. These drones reflect in sound the profoundly extensional experience
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of embodied time, what Hild Sofie Tafjord calls the “physical feeling of time past and time to
come.”221 This emphasis makes DWS at once the group’s most lived-in, bodily, and truly
processual work, a project that in important ways speaks to the physical and improvisational
nature of lived life. It also, more than any other, embodies Pippi’s spunk-seeking in the world,
the ongoing making, remaking, definition, and redefinition that characterizes her search for
meaning.

An-architecture
Rune Grammofon’s six-disc release of Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK comes replete with group
interviews and liner notes asserting, among other things, that DWS’s “underlying numerology
places the piece in a long line of consciously mathematical music.”222 The notes then go on to
express the project’s dual origins in Johann Sebastian Bach’s Das Wohltemperierte Klavier
[1722/42] and the work of 20th-century Viennese serialist Anton Webern, himself a noted Bach
devotee. Webern’s fascination with Bach’s “rigorously symmetrical” music is, at this point, welltrod scholarly territory,223 but nonetheless necessitates some unpacking here. Particularly
relevant is Webern’s op. 28, the work from which SPUNK draws DWS’s “twelve-tone row” and
which pays its own gnomic homage to Bach through “interlinked transpositions of the B-A-C-H
tetrachord.”224 Setting aside the larger question of the rhetorical maneuvers through which, as
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Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK [2001-2012]
Pitch set: Bb A C B D# E C# D Gb F Ab G

Date:

Time:

Venue:

Duration:

Pitch:

20.01.2001

20:01

Emanuel Vigeland Mausoleum

33:33

Bb

20.02.2002

20:02

A Basement at Seilduksgata 25k

28:53

A

20.03.2003

20:03

Oslo City Shopping Centre

29:50

C

20.04.2004

20:04

The Norwegian Nobel Institute

26:52

H (B)

20.05.2005

20:05

St. Edmund’s Church

24:41

D#

20.06.2006

20:06

A Cabin at Nakholmen Island

35:56

E

20.07.2007

20:07

Nydalen, by the Akerselva River

38:37

C#

20.08.2008

20:08

36:23

D

20.09.2009

20:09

The Roof of the Norwegian
National Opera & Ballet
Hønse-Lovisa’s House

35:23

Gb

20.10.2010

20:10

An Apartment at Brugata 3a

42:36

F

20.11.2011

20:11

Gamle Aker Church

34:09

Ab

20.12.2012

20:12

University of Oslo, the Physics
Building

37:15

G

Figure 4.1: DWS’s “serial row,” performance venues, and corresponding pitches
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Emanuel Vigeland Mausoleum

Oslo City Shopping Centre

Norwegian National Opera and Ballet

Hønse-Lovisa’s House

Gamle Aker Church

University of Oslo Physics Building

Figure 4.2: Selected Performance Sites
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Richard Taruskin convincingly argues, modernists like Webern created Bach the “geometrist,”225
we can still get at the key conceptual frameworks that SPUNK engages and contests with their
sonic conceptions. Henry Kingsbury points out that historical musicology and, by proxy, western
music’s compositional language remain centrally organized around “architectural metaphors of
‘form’ and ‘structure’” – vital tropes through which scholars control the “meaning of ‘absolute’
music.”226 These tropes in turn tie to other foundational spatializing musical metaphors, like
“step,” “staff,” and “bridge.” In Kingsbury’s argument, spatial-architectural metaphor conveys
the “value of social stability” – i.e., monumentality, fixity, greatness, and absoluteness.227 In
other words, scholarship’s metaphoric organization projects larger ideas of stable social
organization.
Pertinently illustrating Kingsbury’s argument in action, Peter Bradley-Fulgoni’s recent
historical essay on Bach’s Das Wohltemperierte Klavier claims that Bach’s compositional genius
is found in the ways he extends the “formal structures of his epoch to the nth possible degree
and [draws] every ounce from a principle.”228 It follows that the composer’s genius turns on the
nature of his absolute mathematic logic, conveyed in architectural stability and a quasi-physical
endurance. Bradley-Fulgoni goes further to link Bach’s “Forty-Eight” to historical developments
in mathematical tuning principles and argues that the trend toward equal temperament led to,
among other things, the sonata first movement’s codifiable form.229 With this move, the link
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between the contingencies of tuning and scientific advance become key to the major formal
developments in common practice. Of course, as Tamar Halperin argues elsewhere, it wasn’t
precisely equal temperament that the Das Wohltemperierte Klavier illustrated, but some
version of “well-temperament” – a puzzle that has, she notes, occupied theorists and
mathematicians ever since.230
Bach’s oeuvre and, particularly, his Wohltemperierte Klavier, thus embodies a western
musical tradition codified around notions of authority, canonicity, classicality, and formal
permanence. Architectural and mathematical metaphor give musical qualities linguistic shape
and articulate a rigid and often absolutist logic of musical value. These “well-tempered” values
find further reinforcement in classical numerological paradigms, like the Hebrew Bible’s twentyfour books, the twenty-four chapter Homeric epics (for the Greek alphabet), and the calendar,
zodiac, musical keys, and modes.231 Through such intersections, music history monumentalizes
itself, making tradition and practice an inflexibly-bound space with concrete dimensions and
impermeable boundaries. Readings of Bach unshakably move between assertions about his
architectural or architectonic (read: symmetrical, stable) musical sensibility and his investment
in numerology and mathematics (read: empiricism, absolutism), all of which remain manifestly
spatial interpretative frameworks.232
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Arguments that metaphorically link music and architecture require the score’s stable
presence, the visual play between verticality and horizontality (i.e. space) on the musical staff,
as well as a rigorously mathematical (and thus proportional) organizational foundation or form.
Giving nuance to the foregoing, Charles Jencks traces the relationship between music and
architecture back to the geometric harmony and proportionality espoused in Pythogorean
theory, following it through architectural turns in the Gothic, Renaissance, and far beyond. For
Jencks, the apparently crucial dissimilarities between spatialized architecture and temporalized
music collapse in phenomenological experience: “All percepts are made one after another. In
particular, we read a space or a painting with shifting eyes that move in time. This fact begins to
bring the two arts back together, a connection made deeper by the holism of experience itself
and the further truth that a time-dependent expectation underlies all dramatic experience.”233
Jencks’s analysis reads architecture as a performance in time and its experience as
phenomenologically temporal, which like music (and all other aesthetic experience) requires
time as substrate.
Jencks’s analysis is admirable and, of course, comes with caveats and qualifications. The
important point here is the extent to which even his subtle reading necessitates a present,
objective, and proportional musical form whose contours, like a building, can be felt in
experienced time. I argue to the contrary that music, as heard resonance, is always beyond its
structural origins. It inhabits rather than expresses architecture, enfolding structure into sound
while literally resonating the materialities that cannot contain its vibrations. Uncontainable
sound spills over and outward from enclosed “space” into an echoic and becoming world.
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Architecture itself can never inhabit a plural, spaceless, and always temporally-unfolding
musical sound. Moreover, freely-improvised music contests rigid form as such, even musical
form, unfolding uniquely and then repeating only with difference or simply never repeating at
all.
This admittedly brief detour returns us to the paradoxical arkhê of chapter two, opening
into a new set of productive conflicts. ‘Architecture,’ from the Greek archi- [chief, origin, ruler]
and tekton [woodworker, carpenter], finds its ideological roots in a fundamentally singular
creative design that in turn necessitates an originally spatial and individual agency. For SPUNK,
sound is shared among singularities experimenting processual community and is, thus, literally
an-architectural.234 SPUNK’s unstructured, un-harmonic – not “atonal” – music in DWS happens
within (with-in) or through acoustic “spaces,” as we will see below, in an unfolding lineation
along Oslo’s grounds. Each performance emphasized duration and temporality as they inhered
in the environment’s chosen drone: a choice that Lene Grenager, in an interview with Rob
Young, says “focuses collective listening” on the timbre and texture of musical becoming over
development.235 This method quarrels with the architectural and absolutist organizational logic
inherent in Webern’s serial row and the pedagogy of Bach’s Forty-Eight. On the level of form,
SPUNK expands the row far beyond its capacity to be contained; at the level of pitch, sheer
temporality overtakes spatial, staff-bound, or score-bound pitch organization. Architecture,
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with its associated absolutist social stability, gives way to a dis-organizational sociality, an anarchitectural community activity.

Blobs, Lines, Time
Through its diverse performances, DWS inhabits and thus transforms the serial line or twelvetone row emblematic of architectural musical modernism and its attendant ontological
modularity. This modularity correlates to a logic of space-binding serialization ontologically
distinct from what Tim Ingold calls lineation. Whereas serialism displays progressively
intensified modular control in territorialized series manifest in both notational and
performative aspects, deterritorialized lineation flows through experimental, improvisational
movement. SPUNK’s free improvisational world becomes; it is not occupied by existing objects,
modules, or spaces, but inhabited by the lineal threads of the group’s processual coming-intobeing. In considering Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK as a meshwork of such threads, I undertake
my own kind of written doing, experimenting the group’s movements, disclosing rather than
enclosing their entangled performances. Enclosure? No; emplacement. Transmission? No; ways
of knowing. Transport? No; travel. As Ingold argues, the modernist logic of inversion is binding,
turning lineation into hard boundaries between discrete categories. Serialism tropes such
inversion, making it essential to the permutational and mathematical meaning of the tone row.
Conversely, SPUNK temporalizes the tone row’s organization such that these inversions, along
with serially-organized space, simply dissolve.
On January 20, 2001 (20.01.2001), when SPUNK inhabit Vigeland’s Tomba Emanuelle,
they draw public architectural space into their improvisations, incorporating the Tomba’s
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echoic voice into their temporal flow. In the performance’s early minutes, sporadic
instrumental gestures soften in the rich reverberations, and these sundry sounds open into
lengthy, ecstatic silences. Distant whistling, creaking chairs, and overtone-rich cello bowing
accrue presence and then dissolve into resonance. Everywhere at once, an elemental Bb. The
note persists within the texture, sometimes as a drone, sometimes as a basis for timbral
elaboration. SPUNK’s sound approaches Klangfarbenmelodie as the Bb passes between
instruments in rhythmic melody. At around six-and-a-half minutes, a high, clarion voice
surmounts a swelling Bb drone, driven higher by the cello’s percussive figure. The group’s
individual expressions seem to clarify in the texture, culminating in Maja’s vocal octave-leap
upward to a high Bb. The ghostly, tomb-like silence that follows gradually transfigures into an
electronic whooshing, like an architectural pastness struggling to manifest or make itself
present. Lene articulates deep, natural cello tones in minor seconds over which Maja’s quiet
hum grows into a nonsense incantation. The moment is tense, even scary, quite unlike the
group’s ordinarily welcoming and funny modus operandi. The vocal part crescendos into a fullvoiced, sustained chant on Bb as the strange whistle and horn begin to assert sharper presence
over intensifying noise, until at last the texture dissolves. The performance’s final minutes are
meditative, luxuriating in the room’s sonorous echo.
In these performances, Oslo’s acoustic environments become “affordances for dwelling
opened up along a path of movement,” like knots in a moving and accretive meshwork rather
than enclosures in series.236 The key term in this formulation is ‘along’ rather than ‘across,’ the
latter implying traversal, destination, and surface over path-forming wayfaring. My argument
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here is ontological; that is, SPUNK as a wayfaring processual community is itself this temporal
movement, incorporating and transforming its inhabitances.237 As Ingold argues, “perception
proceeds along…a path of observation,”238 but here observation instead becomes audition, the
heard paths that community makes. Each new inhabitation is one more bodily entanglement,
whose contours resonate and thus offer back its inhabitants’ soundings. In a vital sense, such
wayfaring reflects the fundamentally improvisational nature of life in the world.239
Correspondingly, improvised sound rejects the notion that space and subject are enclosed and
without duration. Musical improvisors move, sound, and inhabit together, knowing the world
while experimenting it. This kind of knowledge cannot be “vertically integrated” or systematic,
but as lived and sounded life spill over constraining categorical or spatial boundaries.240
With DWS, SPUNK do not pay tribute to past musical logics or attempt to play a
postmodern joke. Instead, by exploding each serial term beyond its capacity as a deterministic
container in a sequence of other such deterministic containers, they unwrite modernism’s
foundational logic. Their lived, embodied re-writing or unwriting struggles against a conceptual
mapping as the linkage of discrete and foreclosed moments in space. Each performative
moment is precisely a decontainment in which pitch unfolds into the contingent features of a
new acoustic environment. Oslo’s acoustic affordances become organs in SPUNK’s improvised,
emplaced community that weaves its way in time. Room, theater, and venue resonate
homologically with the organic musical instruments and human bodies that inhabit, transform,
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and are transformed by them. Embodied musical improvisation lineates through these
temporary dwellings; it grows out of these diverse bodies sounding in concert, responsive to
one-another’s movements, gestures, noises, and temporalities, as well as their shared
inhabitations. The community’s aurality partially constitutes this lineation, its coming-together
into a knot whose strands are also the community’s auscultators.
The foregoing ontology reattaches body and gesture to the word, to the logos ‘spunk,’
tracing the word’s graphic lineation as it is written through processual community across Oslo’s
cultural and physical ground.241 Following Michel de Certeau, Ingold argues that mapping
“eliminates all trace of the practices that produced it, creating the impression that the structure
of the map springs directly from the structure of the world.”242 Against such a conception, Das
Wohltemperierte SPUNK foregrounds the processual, bodily, and temporal nature of an
engagement with place and sound. In this chapter’s epigraph, Hild Sofie Tafjord situates lived
temporality – the “exercise of being present” – at DWS’s center. For Tafjord, it is the physical
“pace” and “cycle” of felt time as it is lived-through rather than marked, serialized, metrical, or
directional.243 Instead of linking together each performance as a terminal and terminus with the
performers hovering between such performances in a liminal or intermediate space, Tafjord
speaks of DWS’s duration as comprised of interwoven temporalities, what Ingold calls the inbetween, arterial, or midstream.244
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Like her cohort, Ratkje emphasizes that movement and sound are inseparable in musical
activity and, moreover, that such activity is necessarily physical and embodied.245 She argues
against a spatializing, intellectual view of musical performance demarcated by “seconds and
minutes and conceptual categories” in favor of a Bergsonian notion of “duration.”246 This view
holds that bodily intuition inextricably embeds in time and space as an experienced unity and
thus exceeds measurable clock time and all forms of abstracted or conceptual knowledge.
Ratkje conceives Bergsonian duration as an experiential totality that problematizes disciplinary
and medium-centered modularity. This notion feeds SPUNK’s anti-formalist, improvisatory
reading of musical performance as a communication between and among place and musicians.
As Ratkje puts it, “[Every] performance is unique and can never be reversed, or even played
back, since it only created a true meaning the moment it was performed in those specific
conditions.”247
Just as DWS’s first performance moves between coalescence and dispersal, drawing
inhabited public architecture into musical activity, the March 3rd, 2003 performance
(20.03.2003) plays with notions of public place in an even more overt way. Happening at the
Oslo City Shopping Center, the performance brims with the busy sounds of evening consumer
life. Accompanied by SPUNK’s soft, unaggressive C drone in the horns, cello, and violin (played
by Maja), children’s laughter and shuffling footfalls echo into the ostensibly commercial district.
A male voice asserts something unintelligible. Myriad inaudible conversations unfold; a woman
laughs happily. For the performance’s duration, the cello’s bodily, organic woodiness materially
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anchors the openness of public space. Harmonica enters with a spattering of instrumental color
around seven minutes, introducing a weirdness that seems to reflect back the spastic, cluttered
commodity-scape that the group momentarily inhabits.
In contrast with this very public moment, October (20.10.2010) is raw and intimate.
Taking place in an acoustically “dead” private residence in the Brugata neighborhood, the
performance demonstrates a striking intimacy. Hemmed in a homey space, SPUNK’s playing is
somehow more aggressive, more contestatory, as if they aim to explode their domestic
confines. In the piece’s early minutes, vocalized shushing sounds decorate a scraping, pulseless
instrumental flow that ultimately characterizes the bulk of the performance. The flow draws in
unlikely and often indiscernible timbres before finally subsiding into a droning gentleness that
Maja promptly subverts with almost embarrassingly unmediated growls, groans, and whispers.
The texture swells into dense, undifferentiated noise by mid-piece but retreats into a
pointillistic, bare rhythmic play at its conclusion. Skittering becomes fluttering before intimacy
finally returns to the forefront, marked for the listener by an unobtrusive ambient hiss. The
grouped selves disperse, de-coalesce. Threaded together by a mere pitched F, a bare beingwith, SPUNK assert an agitated play within and through that bare being. But just as this play
threatens to grow into something more substantial and directional, it folds back onto itself and
simply ends.
As in Reir, the performances at the Oslo Shopping Center and Brugata interrogate the
relationship between the public and the private as they are, respectively, articulated in terms of
consumer and domestic labor. In the former, SPUNK inhabit a space of consumption and
acquisition, free-improvisationally mutating it into a temporary place of meaning beyond such
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reification. The event in the Shopping Center allows the group to improvise play, as public
zanies, within and against the surrounding commercial culture, and threading its place within
DWS’s larger “work.” Relatedly, the Brugata performance troubles domestic space, asking what
the home was and what it can be, vigorously challenging the forms of labor endemic to the
home and to women’s roles in it. These performances, occurring seven years apart, are not
simply readable as separate or discrete events in a series of such, but inflect SPUNK’s larger
argument about embodied time; that it is the same community, at once itself and always
different from itself, taking place in each instance and whose total activities convey processual
rather than permanent form.
Just as DWS as a living act overspills and troubles Oslo’s mapped frame, each droning,
freely-improvised moment overspills musical modernism’s durational frames. Such formless
durations, particularly in an electronically-mediated improvised music, mark a major
compositional shift that inherently contests western music’s historically timebound logics of
form.248 Like the novel modes of listening examined in chapter three, each of DWS’s twelve
extended performances constitute a Nancian sonorous renvoi – i.e. self-reference or
“generative repetition” – that contributes to the work’s relational ontology.249 No individual
performance can stand alone as a subject, but rather shapes and is shaped through its temporal
relations to every other. In the same way, the processual community suggests a nonsubjectivist account of being wherein the community’s open form reasserts its contingency
through ever-unfolding contact and referral in time.
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Recordings
This final section wrestles with what is, perhaps, experimental free improvisation’s thorniest
philosophical problem: the question of whether its essence can be truly captured in recorded
sound. Taking the issue further, I investigate what happens to Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK’s
improvised music, its lived and durational wayfaring along and through Oslo, when it is
recorded, boxed, and internationally distributed. What contributions, distortions, or
modifications do recording and commercial release make to improvised music’s ontology?
What new lines do recordings of this music make in the world? Finally, what possible forms of
engagement do recordings engender and, most importantly, what special affordances do they
offer to the ethnographer or historian? These admittedly sketchy questions generate a
provocative inquiry into not only the nature of improvised music, but the theoretical and
analytical challenges that confront archival work in this field. In a technoculture increasingly
saturated with recorded sound in a dizzying array of formats, and through which the vast
majority of listeners engage with music, free improvisation stands out as a distinct problematic
to recorded musical representations.
From the music’s earliest historical iterations, experimentalists have displayed
ambivalence to recorded documentation, situating liveness at experimentalism’s experiential
and aesthetic core.250 As perhaps the most extreme outgrowth of this tendency, free
improvisation has been judged by many practitioners to be simply incompatible with recording.
Recordings, the argument often runs, make repetitious what is singularly temporalized and thus
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divests improvisation of its musical power.251 Free improvisation’s more curmudgeonly voices,
such as Derek Bailey, have argued that recordings not only flatten and distort live improvised
performance but inevitably kowtow to commercial discourses threatening to improvisation’s
very ethical and aesthetic foundations.252 This rather pessimistic argument flows quickly into
insolubility as the ubiquity of mass cultural repetition and what Jacques Attali calls “stockpiling”
ultimately make musical creativity impossible. 253 When the recording becomes the repeatable
(and repetitious) object of consumer desire, a merely stockpiled “use-time,” improvisation’s
real-time potency dissipates. And indeed, the live freely-improvising ensemble may offer an
even more adequate repudiation or critique of such recorded repetition than Attali’s own
individualistic conception of “composition” as resistance.254
But the more interesting question is how listeners, through their own lived and
improvisational listening practices, can themselves experiment and thus remake recordings –
and the recordings, in turn, experiment their listeners. By literally allowing recorded sound to
penetrate their ears and vibrate their bodies, listeners open themselves to affective experience.
Recordings, then, no less than their auditors, participate in building relational ontologies
whereby they create associations with mutually-modificatory actants in ever-unfolding
networks.255 A necessarily complex and improvisatory sociality extends into these affective
entanglements between listeners, performers, recordings, place, and time, lending further
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valences to the idea of processual community.256 The recorded CD, LP, or mp3 possess
affordances particular to their media, the capacity to be played and replayed in prescribed
though fluid ways. When a CD or mp3 is played on speakers in my living room, headphones
while I take a walk, or in my car as I drive to work or school, sound differently reasserts itself as
part of a complex environment that provides its own affordances for listening and rehearing. As
a listener, I partly give myself over to temporally-unfolding sounds, literally contributing my
personal time to the experience of listening and being affected by music. Choosing the
recording, choosing the place and time for sound’s replay, I play a role in a momentary, largely
improvisational becoming; but at the same time, I am vibrated, penetrated, moved, and
affected by music, and it may just as likely shake the windows, scare the cat, annoy the
neighbors, or fill space and place in unexpected or improbable ways.
As discussed in chapter one, SPUNK’s entire recorded output has been released through
the Norway’s Rune Grammofon, a label founded in 1997 by Rune Kristoffersen.257 This output is
available in a variety of formats, including CD, DVD, LP, mp3, and, most recently, via digital
streaming platforms like Spotify. Outside official channels, video recordings of the group’s work
can be found through video-sharing websites like YouTube and Vimeo. These recordings range
from nonprofessional to semi- and professional quality, and some, like documentary footage of
the site-specific Reir [2011] and Gruverute [2012], are linked on Ratkje’s website. Such ad hoc
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and partial formats contrast significantly with their CDs’ professional, yet playful, cover designs
and recording quality (see Figure 1.1 in chapter one).
Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK, on the one hand, documents a series of musical
performances undertaken over a long stretch of time, fixing their sounds together as part of a
single, repeatable set. The six-CD box boasts a deliberately coherent design that merges diverse
places and times into a conceptual unity in keeping with the project’s larger aims. On the other
hand, the act of recording never simply documents, but itself participates in the making and
remaking of improvised (or other) music for new uses.258 Microphone model, number, and
placement, as well as editing, mixing, noise-cancelling, and other audial choices irrevocably
contribute to the recorded sound and, moreover, belie the simple re-presentation of musical
performance. Each performance venue, whether the Emanuel Vigeland Mausoleum, the
University of Oslo Physics building, or the roof of the Norwegian National Opera & Ballet,
required a newly conceived means of recorded capture. As Maja Ratkje points out, being “true”
to a given live performance’s “energy” may, indeed, demand editing that adjusts for the
absence of a visual element and involve implementing pre-production choices about which a
listener can only speculate.259
These issues certainly challenge the notion that DWS on record is the same thing or
things that it was as it wayfared resonantly through Oslo’s acoustic places. As Ratkje indicates
in the prior section, there is a sense in which all performance is its own momentary and
irrecoverable truth. But rather than returning us to the old impasse – that repeatability
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destroys free improvisation’s essence – I argue that (re)combinatory possibilities latent in the
box set’s design open the music to newly creative and improvisational uses. Free
improvisation’s own philosophical point is well-noted here: all is process and change, repetition
is always repetition with difference, and, indeed, free improvisation has no essence to be
captured in the first place. Instead, it uniquely lends itself to change and remaking, postulating
through its very contingencies the possibility of such. DWS’s six CDs, each of which contain two
performances, can be endlessly recombined or de-serialized, literally dislocating and
figuratively antagonizing the serial row’s structural logic. The listener can and does improvise
with every act of listening, and DWS’s organization as a box set facilitates agency on the part of
both listener and recording to act on one another and the new spaces and places in which
sound unfolds.
Through dislocation and recombination, by lining out along new paths into the world,
DWS as a recorded object underscores the project’s broader challenges to modernist
architectural and spatial logics. Partially documenting the acoustic singularity of each inhabited
place, it carries this half-captured, recorded “whereness” into worlds in which it can remake
itself and be remade by listeners.260 Rather than representing or reproducing Oslo’s places or
spaces, DWS carries their stylized semblances into new configurations. As Naomi WalthamSmith argues, listeners interact aurally with recorded place and recorded acoustic space in ways
that resist or repel “totality and closure.”261 Listeners experience an uncanny or “disruptive”
interaction between their present, homey and habitual spaces (or, with Ingold, places) and the
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sounds of the recorded Other.262 Viewed through such a lens, DWS has the capacity to
transform, to act upon and with, each new place its sounds inhabit. Thus, instead of negating
the playful polemic and improvisational anti-modernism underwriting the project, the recorded
processual community extends through and among its recordings and listeners.
For the ethnographer or musicologist, interaction with live improvisation as what
Roland Barthes calls a “writerly” text differs significantly from interaction with a recording of
improvisation as a “readerly” text.263 The former is, as Ratkje notes, irreducible and durational
in a sense that will always elude description. And the latter may well inject a certain inevitability
or fixity into freely-improvised sound that complicates this radically performative ontology. But
as I have argued here, in important ways the recording opens sound to new ontologies, new
forms of listening, and in a non-negligible sense invests both sound and listener with agency. In
keeping with my Ingoldian analysis, SPUNK’s recordings make their own lines in the world and
afford new ways of knowing and experiencing the group’s freely-improvised music. Moreover,
these recordings foster untold affective entanglements that themselves grow adjunctly to the
community-in-process. DWS will not and cannot reduce to a static, interpretable object of
analysis. Every new playing demands a new engagement, a new temporalized hearing, an
excess that lineates far beyond its discrete capture in an information-coded disc or file.
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Chapter Five
In(-)conclusion: Reverberation, Resonance
Each of us brings her stuff into the group, and over the years the contents [have] changed respectively, and also
on a day-to-day basis. Spunk is where we can bring the stuff no-one else wants, try out the weirdest ideas, a
place for no worries. And this does not mean that we don’t care about quality, but that we dare to take risks,
and are always willing to go further in our search for…..that which we are searching for.
- Kristin Andersen264

The idea of freedom in music is essential in SPUNK. Freedom to bring into the group anything and
everything…We wanted to make something entirely new, something we hadn’t heard before or couldn’t
imagine. Just like Pippi, when she created the word ‘spunk,’ it is still the curiosity that drives us and leads us on
to new musical paths.
- Maja Solveig Kjelstrup Ratkje265

Free improvisation is by nature incompletable, and SPUNK’s work remains incomplete –
even when it is finished. Whether manifested in site-specific concept, one-off live performance,
or digital mp3, the group’s freely-improvised sound eludes and troubles closure. From their
collective origins in Pippi’s radical and self-willing pronouncement, Maja, Lene, Kristin, and Hild
have improvised through manifold social, aesthetic, and political emplacements, a small few of
which I have tracked in this study. And all that remains is sheer resonance, the echoing return
that refers us back to selves congregated in sound and community and reflects relations given
shape through musical activity. In its own way, my work is just such a resonance, offering a
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critical assemblage or bricolage that strives to reflect the shape and spontaneity of freelyimprovised music, as well as its author’s own writerly self.
Throughout this thesis, I offer a rather diverse set of related arguments and suggest
with all due tentativeness that the subject of experimental free improvisation demands this
diversity. My core arguments unfold at different, though interconnected, levels of analysis. At
the most abstract level, I argue that free improvisation exemplifies a very particular ontology,
which I label processual community. This formulation aims at connecting temporality, musical
process, and community in a single ontological figure, an aural realization of Jean-Luc Nancy’s
argument that thinking coexistence, our being-in-common, is always already a form of praxis.266
For Nancy as much as for me, the consequences of thinking (and experimenting) in this
particular way are inevitably political and respond in some small capacity to the challenges of
unity in the face of our current, fragmentary sociopolitical reality. While I’ve taken this logic
beyond Nancy’s argument and into regions that, I imagine, he would be philosophically
unwilling to go, free improvisation’s interesting case still seems to me a productive field to
explore these difficult themes.
At the second level of analysis, particularly in terms of chapter two, I consider the more
overt ramifications of SPUNK’s work as an all-female ensemble in a male-dominated field of
experimental musicians. My argument there draws substantially from recent work by Sianne
Ngai and, to a different extent, Jacques Rancière. In a perhaps unorthodox way, this chapter
melds Ngai’s very precise aesthetic-cultural analyses with Rancière’s far more abstract and
encompassing political theory. These thinkers cohere around my claim that, as “zany” free
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improvisors, SPUNK reconfigure social and political space through a performative re-working of
affective labor. While I have attempted throughout to interact with SPUNK’s experimental
music as much as possible on its own terms, undoubtedly my analyses sometimes wander afield
of how the group would frame their own work. Surprisingly, gender was my most persistently
thorny interpretive framework, as my questions for the group on that point were generally met
with disinterest. It is, I assume, to be expected that I would take my own critical risks, and I
hope that, given their adventurous artistic predilections, SPUNK are willing to grant me the
interpretative license I venture in chapter two. The group’s work is at times undeniably
provocative, but in which precise senses indeed remains up for much scholarly speculation.
The third level of analysis involves study of the lived-in sounds and scenes that comprise
SPUNK’s musical performances and recordings. By no means do I privilege the absolute
interpretive work of close-reading, though it certainly has its merits. Where expedient, I’ve
allowed my own improvisational and listening voice, as it were, to enter into dialogue with
these works and sounds, participating in the musical activity I investigate. Far more interesting
to me than careful, objective text-parsing are the affective lines and entanglements that, as Tim
Ingold has it, shape our being in the world and facilitate creative activity and experience in that
world. My principle case study, Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK, enacts this fascinating ontology in
very compelling ways and, I argue, challenges a certain language, aesthetics, and politics
endemic to musical modernism. Further, this modernist logic ties to ideas of subjectivity that
free improvisation, through its very modes of working, criticizes.
As the first substantial scholarly enterprise in English on SPUNK’s work, there is much
more to be said on the topics addressed here. In the first place, a rigorous and inclusive history
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of Oslo’s experimental music scene(s) since the end of the 20th century is certainly called for,
particularly with respect to related musical trends in Europe and the United States in the
century’s last quarter. The historical lines that I’ve connected here remain relevant, but require
scholarly development and further exemplification. To delineate this broader (and tighter)
picture would inevitably require an entirely different method with a considerably different
scope, aims, and resources. Undertaking such a project in the current, saturated mediascape
would be no easy task, but undeniably illuminating to future scholars of experimental music.
In the second place, my ethnographic interviews were not insignificantly limited by
geographical proximity and temporal confines. SPUNK were incredibly generous with their own
time and unhesitatingly gave thoughtful answers to my inquiries, but a more thorough project
begs for sustained engagement with the group’s live performances in real-time. Due to free
improvisation’s particularly deep investment in time as such, as well as the site-specific nature
of much of SPUNK’s work, phenomenological experience of the group’s real-time live
performances would offer much to the future ethnographer. In a related sense, the cityspanning Das Wohltemperierte SPUNK would also benefit from an in-person (if after the fact)
analysis of its involved acoustic places and spaces, elaborated with respect to recent
scholarship in aurality and urban studies.267 My own practical experience in free improvisational
contexts has helped to mitigate some of the problems raised here, but by no means erases
these complications.
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Finally, as I discuss briefly in chapter four, experimentalism’s ambivalent relationship to
recording requires far more attention than what I’ve given here. Indeed, free improvisation’s
coeval cultural ascendance with multitrack studio recording in the 1960s raises many
interesting questions about musical responses to a changing technocultural landscape. These
questions relate not only to issues of liveness in the age of reproducibility, but to
reproducibility’s important relationship to ontologies of improvised music more broadly. While
this a problem that scholars are already working on, it bears repeating that the nature of the
musical “work” has changed irrevocably since the end of the 19th century, and this fact has an
unignorable influence on how we experience and think about improvised sound.268 But as I
hope I’ve communicated above, this state of things does not have to be considered a liability;
rather, recordings open the door to a fantastic range of affective (and improvisational!)
experiences, some of which I’ve attempted to analyze here.
The study seems incomplete without a final word from Pippi. Perhaps we need an
additional ‘spunk,’ or something similar, to send us on another long and creative chase after
meaning. But having drawn the curtain on an inspiringly noisy performance, our protagonist
instead chooses silence. It is up to us, then, to spin her originary provocative word into new
improvisational moments, to fill the unfillable with temporary life and give the uncontainable
shape. Those moments will echo beyond any possible instantiation; and the echoes themselves
will echo. SPUNK, no less than Pippi, grasp the echo’s mutability, its expansion and contraction
into reverberation and resonance. Let us hope they carry their free improvisational sound much
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deeper into the 21st century, and that Pippi’s inspired extemporization continues to center
their course.
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